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PART 1: WHAT KIND OF URBAN FARM?

OUR APPROACH TO OUTREACH

PROJECT BACKGROUND
In December 2013, the Amherst H. Wilder Foundation transferred a vacant
13-acre parcel locally known as Frogtown Farm to the City of Saint Paul,
the culmination of a process that had begun ﬁve years earlier with the
organizing of the site’s neighbors, who had ﬁrst envisioned a community
farm that served the Frogtown neighborhood. The deal was brokered by the
Trust For Public Land and was a striking example of a community taking
control of its destiny with persistence and a strong vision.
In the summer of that year, Frogtown Farm selected Rebar, a consultant
team based in San Francisco, CA, but with staff working locally in Saint
Paul, to develop a master plan for the Farm. Rebar coordinated with the
City of Saint Paul for the adjacent park design, and led the community
engagement process that would run throughout the project. This plan,
which in this document is called the Framework, is a roadmap for building
and growing the Farm over time. Like any plan of action, it should be
regularly evaluated to see if the course is still relevant (hence the word
“framework” and not “master plan”, which implies a ﬁnished blueprint).
The Framework was submitted for approval and adoption by the Frogtown
Farm Board of Directors in March 2014.

TEAM
Rebar is a design studio based in San Francisco with experience creating
many community farms and gardens. The team includes a two farmers, a
builder, architects, a civil engineer, and landscape architects. More than
half of the team members live in the Twin Cities.
BLAINE MERKER, ASLA
JOHN BELA, ASLA

Design Principal

MOLLY REICHERT

Associate AIA - Project Manager

ANTONIO ROMAN-ALCALA
JAKE VOIT

Community Organizer, Farm Program Designer
Architect

JOHN DWYER AIA

Project Building & Budget Consultant, Farm Program Designer

COURTNEY TCHIDA
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Principal in Charge

Food Systems Expert, Local Urban Farming Consultant

ELI LIEBMAN

Intern

CAROLINE DEVANY

Intern

One of the beneﬁts and challenges of working in a diverse community on
a publicly-owned, community managed farm are the differences in ways
of knowing, understanding, and valuing resources. A key starting point to
capturing that diversity is to attempt to include as many voices as possible,
especially from stakeholders who have been absent or inadvertently left
out of the process so far. Starting off with an even playing ﬁeld where
individuals and groups feel heard is essential, and this requires a strong
focus on outreach. This way, many ways of thinking can come to inform
the design process.
The design team’s goal was to facilitate a participation process that
captured and honored different ways of knowing and translated them into
design outcomes that the community could understand and collaborate
on. Towards this end, the design team printed outreach and design
materials in languages spoken within Frogtown’s diverse community and
established a Community Ambassador (CA) program, where local residents
were employed to engage community members who had not yet been part
of the design process.
A successful community outreach may not result in the fastest design
process, but it does bring discussion and debate without resulting in
division. The goal is the coming together of the community, which will
strengthen the chances of success for the design that is ﬁnally chosen.
Participants who feel their voice has been heard are more likely to embrace
compromise or a synthesis of their input with that of others. As such,
the community and cultural engagement process was constructed with
sensitivity to perceptions of exclusivity or unfairness. This entailed very
basic organizing principles like reaching out by phone and with ﬂiers/
posters (not just computer-based outreach), having materials available in
relevant languages, and scheduling meetings and events in ways that were
accessible to people with varying work, family, and community obligations.
Incentives for participation in the design process and its meetings (like a
delicious lunch provided!) also make a big difference to communities that
don’t typically take part in such processes.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

DESIGN AS CAPACITY BUILDING

We call this plan the Framework, not a Master Plan. A Master plan is a
ﬁnished blueprint with no room for adaptation. A framework allows for
making decisions along the way. Where it is not necessary to detail design
decisions, the team has not done so. We believe that it is best to let the
participants guide most of these details, as long as there is sufﬁcient
focus on who the Farm serves and how it is organized. The Farm has been
organized by community members from the start. Their ideals have been
a major force in shaping the framework. The most important step is to
prioritize and frame the site’s possibilities. This is discussed more fully in
the section on Yields [section 1.3.2].

The team has tried to treat the design process itself as a capacity building
project for Frogtown Farm and the Frogtown neighborhood. That means
keeping the design decisions as transparent as possible, and speaking
openly about the reasoning (and uncertainty) that goes along with those
decisions. While the team brings many years of experience to the process,
our advice is only as good as the community’s understanding of it. It is
members of the community, volunteers, and the Frogtown Farm Board
and Staff who will be making the majority of the design decisions over
the years--not the consultant team. Therefore we want to be clear about
how the design process works to the community that we work with.

As any farmer knows, each new season is a chance to learn from the last.
Our intention has been to design a framework that allows for that learning
and evolution, while articulating a clear set of priorities (and preferences
for certain trade-offs) that guides decision-making with the values and
principles most central to the Farm and the neighborhood.

A good example of this is the Frogtown Farm Design Game, which was
used in the October public meeting to show the tradeoffs and choices required to design the Farm. While the game itself is relatively simple (even
an over-simpliﬁcation of the complexity of creating a working farm),
many participants said it gave them a better sense of how the design
process worked.
What will be most valuable to the Farm is not a highly-detailed plan, but
an understanding of what is possible. Each decision is a chance to build
this capacity: in the board, staff, volunteers, and community.
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PART 1: WHAT KIND OF URBAN FARM?
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FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

1.2 THE SITE: HISTORY AND OPPORTUNITY
1.2.1 SITE ANALYSIS
The design team conducted numerous site visits individually, as a team,
and with Frogtown Farm board members and visitors. We thoroughly
reviewed the Frogtown Farm site analysis from the conceptual design
document created in 2010. Our team also conducted numerous soils
analyses to determine what amendments would be needed to improve soil
health. The preliminary site analysis was presented at our ﬁrst community
meeting and added to and corroborated by meeting participants.

1.2.2 LOCAL FOOD SYSTEM ANALYSIS

1.1 MISSION, VISION AND VALUES OF
FROGTOWN FARM
As taken from the Frogtown Farm Vision Statement: “Frogtown Farm
will be a hub for a healthy food system that ﬁlls gaps in food production,
storage, manufacturing, and distribution. With spokes that reach beyond
its acreage and the Frogtown neighborhood, Frogtown Farm will be a
destination for those seeking learning, innovation, reﬂection, celebration,
and authentic community. Rooted in values of social equity, justice, and
inter-connectedness, this urban farm on the hill will serve as a model
for multi-cultural community and a catalyst for economic development,
community pride, and sustainability.”

The design team assessed the local food system surrounding Frogtown
Farm and examined existing resources that Frogtown Farm can partner
with in the future. These connections could create programs at the farm
and a more tightly knit food system in the neighborhood. Frogtown Farm
will need to walk the ﬁne line of providing Frogtown neighborhood with
fresh produce while not competing with the farmers who live in Frogtown
already.
The design team provided a number of recommendations on needs of the
community that are not being ﬁlled. In 2013, no Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) Farms served the Frogtown neighborhood. Stone’s
Throw Urban Farm plans to serve the neighborhood in 2014, but there may
be an opportunity for Frogtown Farm to create a successful CSA onsite.
Because there are two farmers’ markets serving Frogtown it was assumed
that selling at a farmers’ market would be a duplication of existing services.
There are numerous grocery stores, convenience stores and restaurants
along University Avenue in Frogtown and Frogtown Farm could potentially
supply a number of them with fresh produce during the growing season.
There are also numerous schools, community centers, food banks and
churches that could be potential recipients of food from the Farm. Two
promising income-generating programs are the Farm to School program
with St. Paul Public Schools and The Harvest For The Hungry Program
through the Emergency Foodshelf Network.
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PART 1: WHAT KIND OF URBAN FARM?

1.2.3 EXISTING PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
An incredible asset to the farm project and the Frogtown neighborhood
is its community-led activities and organizations. Frogtown Gardens’ tree
planting programs, Youth Farm and Market’s educational programs around
food, Frogtown Neighborhood Association, and various neighborhood
Community Development Corporations (CDCs) are only a handful of
existing programs and resources that the design team found while
constructing a picture of Frogtown.
Learning about the social and entrepreneurial initiatives in the
neighborhood helped the design team imagine the place of the Farm in
that landscape. Although there are challenges to unifying Frogtown, the
fact that so many of its communities are organized and active makes for a
great start to positioning Frogtown Farm as a focal point for the multiple
“communities within the community.”

1.3 THE PUBLIC PROCESS FOR THE
FARMFRAMEWORK (MASTER PLAN)
The Frogtown Farm Master Plan began as a public RFQ (request for
qualiﬁcations) in summer 2013. Rebar was selected as the consultant to
lead the process, which turned out to be unusual because the Park portion
of the 13-acre site would be designed concurrently completely through
to construction documents during this time, by the City of Saint Paul. It
became clear that close coordination between the Farm design team and
the City would be needed so that the Farm and Park elements would form
a well-integrated whole. The Farm design team worked closely withthe
Parks and Recreation Department and quickly combined the “Park” and
the “Farm” meetings to create a collaborative, single-track planning
process for the duration of the Farm master planning process. This process
is illustrated in [Fig. A3].

Fig. A2 Stones Throw urban farm plots and farm stand
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HOW DO I GET HEARD IN THE FARM DESIGN PROCESS?

FUNDERS

¿CÓMO PUEDO INVOLUCRAR EN EL PROCESO DE DISEÑAR LA GRANJA? • YUAV UA LI CAS KUV HNOV KUV?

MAYOR'S
OFFICE

FROGTOWN
FARM BOARD

PUBLIC
WORKS

DISTRICT 7
COUNCIL

Stewards and leaders of the
design process

DESIGN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

TRUST FOR
PUBLIC LAND

F
Y O AUL
CIT T P
IN
SA

PARKS &
RECREATION
Designing the Park and oversees
the entire Park & Farm site

PROGRAM
PARTNERS

DESIGN
TEAM

Producers, educators,
social services, economic
development

COMMUNITY

ADVISE

AMBASSADORS

LEAD / DECIDE

FROGTOWN
RESIDENTS

SHAPE and ADVOCATE

PUBLIC MEETINGS

OTHER AREA
RESIDENTS

Surveys, notes, comments &
conversations help the designers
understand people's priorities

INFLUENCE DIRECTION

PROJECT TIMELINE

CRONOGRAMA DEL PROYECTO • PEB TES NUM LUB CAIJ NYOOG

start of

FARM SITE SECURED!

1ST ALL-COMMUNITY MEETING:
DESIGN WORKSHOP

Team researches precedents,
coordinates with stakeholders,
and develops design and
program options for the Farm.

October 12

YOU A
RE
HERE
!

(Park Research and Analysis)
Park Community Meeting

team checks back
with the DAC

TEAM DEVELOPS DESIGN
DESIGN ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING:
DESIGN REFINEMENT
The plan is refined based on
feedback from the DAC

communication chain and project
timeline.

* Tentative date

Park Community Meeting

(Park Design Refinement)

team revises according
to community feedback

Park Community Meeting

SUBMIT
“SCHEMATIC”
DESIGN

current phase

Fig. A3 Project stakeholder

PRESENTATION + CELEBRATION
January 4*

Using feedback from the 1st
community meeting, the team
develops a set of preferred
design components and farm
programs

end of

2 COMMUNITY MEETING:
ND

PRESENT IN-PROGRESS PLAN
December 2* (open to the community)

(Park Schematic Design)

current phase

Years of work culminate in
the securing of the Frogtown
Farm site, a plan to transfer
ownership to the City of Saint
Paul, and development of a
Park adjacent to the Farm.

TEAM STARTS
WORK

RESEARCH & OUTREACH

CONSTRUCTION
DRAWINGS AND
IMPLEMENTATION
(Future phases)

PARK DESIGN CONTINUES
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From the outset, community engagement was a high priority for the team.
In collaboration with the Frogtown Farm staff and board of directors, a
pilot Community Ambassadors program was set up to bridge between the
designers and the neighborhood to raise local awareness of the project and
channel feedback to the design team.

Sep. 23 - Design Advisory Committee
Present precedent research on nationwide farm projects
Oct. 12 - Community Workshop
Present precedent research on nationwide farm projects, introduce the public
to the site and play a design game to explore the opportunities and challenges

In the period between September 2013 and February 2014, the design
team held three public meetings, three meetings of the Design Advisory
Committee (made up of neighbors and allies invested in the success of the
Farm), and dozens of other meetings and events to discuss the design in
smaller groups of neighbors, Community Ambassadors, and design team
members.

of the Farm design
Dec. 2 - Design Advisory Committee
Get feedback on the in-progress site plans and program options.
Dec. 10 - Public Presentation of Design Options and Alternatives
Show three optional site design directions and three program alternatives,

Much of the design process was devoted to conversations with community
members and other local people invested in the success of the Farm.
Though there have been many tradeoffs to consider and not everyone got
everything they desired, the results of the plan show it: the Framework
represents the community’s wishes as expressed through an inclusive,
thoughtful engagement process.

gather feedback, and continue the conversation with community members
Jan. 4 - Community Celebration
Present ﬁnal site design Framework and program model, gather feedback for
producing ﬁnal report
Jan. 6 - Design Advisory Committee
Present ﬁnal site design Framework and program model, gather feedback for
producing ﬁnal report
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1.3.1 WHY START WITH COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT?
The design team felt that community engagement was going to be a key part
of the farm project for years to come. After all, what good is a community
farm if the community isn’t involved? Because the Frogtown Farm Board
of Directors was equally interested in having a farm built around the
needs of the neighborhood, the design team elected to start a community
engagement process immediately, by working to involve residents in the
design workshops, and through the Community Ambassador program.
Though the design team consists of urban farmers and public space
designers, the real knowledge and wisdom to make the farm a success
comes from the community. Engagement was the ﬁrst step to bringing that
wisdom into the design process.

Fig. A4 Frogtown Farm Community Listening Session
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1.3.2 YIELDS THAT DRIVE DESIGN
A “yield” is deﬁned as the “full amount of the produce” of agriculture or
other types of cultivation. The design team took a broad view of the term
yield as a way to plan for what the Farm should be, and to consider what
the community wanted the Farm to produce. For example, if you want
watermelons, you have to plant watermelon seeds: they require thinking
ahead speciﬁcally to get the type of yield desired.
Social and educational yields need to be seeded ahead of time too. If no
one planned ahead for educational programs, then the Farm would likely
not yield much educational beneﬁt. Some might sprout up, like volunteer
shoots -- but that’s not a very efﬁcient way to garden. In all its public
meetings, the team stressed the importance of thinking ahead to the
desired yield, like a farmer would, and working back from that yield to the
steps needed to produce it.
Fig. A5 Yields come in a variety of forms: produce, education, and community infrastructure
name a few

Like any garden, the space at Frogtown Farm is limited. So are the hours,
dollars, energy that the community has to invest in that space each year.
Therefore goals should be set thoughtfully and tied to speciﬁc yields. They
should focus on a few “sure bets” and a few “long shots.” The design team
stressed the need to pick just one or two main yields to focus on, especially
in the ﬁrst few years of the Farm’s life, so that the community can build
on success and not become overburdened by the weight of too much work
(different seeds planted, each with its own needs). The message: start
simply, start small, and build each year on the success of the past, while
leaving room to try a few new things along the way.
The team presented these potential yields [Fig. A6] as a way to begin
prioritizing what to do -- not for all time, but at least what to do ﬁrst. This
became a theme throughout the master planning process, and even though
several yields have been prioritized, the process of considering which were
most important helped to clarify the community’s vision and give more
space to those yields with the most support and chance of success.
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LOCAL GARDENING KNOWLEDGE +
HEALTHY CULTURE

Fig. A6 The yields
diagram provided a place
for community members
to weigh-in on their
priorities for the project

FOOD SUPPLY NETWORK

Demonstration gardens and knowledge
sharing can promote healthy choices,
personal empowerment, and skills
for citizen-gardeners. The local
gardener comes first.

A more robust food supply network
can involve CSA’s (community supported
agriculture), distribution centers, restaurants, and
local retail outlets. This yield focuses on producing
lots of quality produce and getting it into the local food
system efficiently.

JOBS
The focus of the farm is job creation. Priority on
products and work that have a demonstrated
market demand. By focusing on jobs first,
the emphasis on purely farm activities
may take a back seat to market
opportunity, with activities like
landscape services or selling
fertility being brought to
the market.
The focus of job training and
education is the future, with the
goal of providing younger people
and those re-entering the workforce
or changing careers with new skills
related to farming, landscape and food
production.

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT +
EDUCATION
The focus is on learning and the
personal growth, opportunities and
discovery that it provides for young
people. Kids come first.

JOB TRAINING +
EDUCATION

COMMUNITY TIES
The main outcome is strong bonds
between members of the community
through shared activities and mutual
interdependence. The strength of
these ties is more important than
productivity or profit.

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

ACCESS TO NATURE

Utilizing the landscape, plants and animals
to provide valuable services that humans
need such as stormwater infiltration,
pollination, soil building and fertility
creation, is placed first. The site
is leveraged to benefit the
surrounding neighborhood
and region.

The chance to connect with plants,
animals, and the slower, quieter life of
an agricultural environment is most
important.

MONEY INTO THE LOCAL
ECONOMY

The most profitable activities are given
priority, as long as the revenue remains
mostly local.
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1.3.3 PRECEDENTS AND LESSONS FROM ELSEWHERE
The design team conducted research on dozens of urban farms, particularly
their organizational structures and programs. A selection of these farms
are described below, along with relevant lessons for the Frogtown Farm
community. Many of the farms had paid staff, including:
MODEL 1: PAID STAFF

INCUBATOR / TRAINING FARMS
•
•
•
•

Focus is on training new farmers or teaching and engaging youth
Primary yield is education, community building and experience
Secondary yield is healthy food
Organizational structure is typically non-proﬁt with most revenue coming from
grants and donations, and some coming from sales of food or class fees.

Growing Power (Milwaukee, WI) One of the most famous U.S urban
farm projects, Growing Power conducts workshops, runs training projects
and hosts interns. The organization also operates a 40 acre site devoted to
producing veggies, hays, grasses, legumes and pastured poultry. Growing
Power leases a site from the City of Milwaukee and conducts garden
education training in partnership with the school district. Its funding
comes from four major sources: grants, fee-for-service programs, product
sales, and contributions. Almost half of their budget comes from fee-forservice programs.
Lessons for Frogtown
• Because Growing Power has been around so long, it is a formidable
force to compete against for limited national/government grants and
foundation interest.
• Growing Power has developed over 20 years to reach its current success,
and so Frogtown Farm must be realistic about whether it can achieve
the same kinds of job creation statistics early on in its growth.
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Garden for the Environment (San Francisco, CA) is a one-acre urban
garden that offers environmental education. Since 1990, the garden has
operated as a demonstration site for small-scale urban ecological food
production, urban compost systems, organic gardening and low wateruse landscaping. GFE’s programs include a Gardening and Composting
Educator Training Program, monthly Compost Education workshops,
Resource Efﬁcient Landscape Education, and a School Education program
offered in partnership with San Francisco Uniﬁed School District and San
Francisco’s Department of the Environment. GFE’s site is leased from the
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission. Most of its funding is from
local government grants for waste diversion and water conservation.
Lessons for Frogtown
• If the St. Paul city government or its agencies are interested in
partnering with Frogtown Farm, this could form a key source of funding
that allows for programs to be consistent and focused.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

PRODUCTION FOCUSED (MARKET-BASED) FARMS
•
•
•

Focused on maximizing food production of high value crops for specialty markets
or garden design and installation
Primary yield is food or garden design and installation services
Organizational structure is for-proﬁt business, providing livelihood for farmers.
Most revenue comes from sales of food or services

Stone’s Throw Urban Farm/CSA (Twin Cities, MN) is a decentralized
urban farm that sells its produce through a CSA, to restaurants, and at
farmers’ markets. Produce is sold weekly at the Mill City Market in
downtown Minneapolis and to several local restaurants. STUF generally
leases land for free, offering maintenance in exchange for use of the land.
90% of labor is performed by the farm’s worker/owners with around 10%
coming from volunteers. It is important to note that all 6 worker/owners
also take on part-time non-farming jobs during the winter months to make
ends meet.

Nuestras Raices (Holyoke, MA) runs a 30 acre inner city farm (‘La
Finca”) focused on providing immigrants (with and without prior farming
experience) the training and resources to grow their own farming and food
businesses. Nuestras Raices rents out small plots of land to interested
community members and provides them with small loans, training, shared
resources, market assistance, and community support. The group also
has a network of 10 community gardens (with over 100 member families),
an environmental program that addresses issues affecting the Holyoke
community, an after-school program in agriculture, social documentation/
videography, conservation, and environmental organizing. This program
also offers inner city youth the opportunity to organize about food and
environmental related topics.
Lessons for Frogtown
• Immigrant communities are well served by a farm incubator program.
• Frogtown Farm would have to think through how to reach a
programming success like this in stages.
• It is also important to think about how these projects can become
vehicles for political/community organizing.

Lesson for Frogtown
• Becasue it is local, STUF is an important project to learn from and link
efforts with.
• STUF could be a potential partner for Frogtown Farm’s development.
One potential is to offer STUF a short term lease for some of the
Frogtown Farm acreage, in exchange for yields like agricultural
development of the site, training for future Frogtown Farm managers,
or operating budget cash ﬂow.

SOCIAL JUSTICE FARMS
•
•
•
•

Focused on providing healthy food and living wage jobs through a sustainable
business model of local produce sales
Primary yield is healthy food access for low income communities
Secondary yield is jobs for people in those communities
Organizational structure is mostly non-proﬁt but often seeking economic
sustainability through product sales

Dig Deep Farms and Produce (Alameda, CA) is a grant funded project
of Alemeda County’s Deputy Sheriffs’ Activities League (DSAL) as part of
their crime-prevention efforts in a low income community. Initially, DDF
hired 10 community residents as urban farmers to “create a successful
business based on growing, packing, packaging, processing, distributing
and selling fresh, healthy food” in order to combat the lack of healthy food
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ARQUETIPOS/MODELOS
GRANJASPAB
COMUNITARIAS
• HOM NTAWM
LIAJ REMUNERADO • THEM NYIAJ RAU COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM
PERSONAL VOLUNTARIO
• COV NEEG UADEHAUJLWM
DAWB
PERSONAL

VOLUNTEER STAFF

PERSONAL VOLUNTARIO • COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM PAB DAWB

VOLUNTEER STAFF

PERSONAL VOLUNTARIO • COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM PAB DAWB

VOLUNTEER STAFF

PAID STAFF

PERSONAL REMUNERADO • THEM NYIAJ RAU COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM

PAID STAFF

PERSONAL REMUNERADO • THEM NYIAJ RAU COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM

PERSONAL VOLUNTARIO • COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM PAB DAWB

PAID STAFF

PERSONAL REMUNERADO • THEM NYIAJ RAU COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM

COMMUNALLY
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION /
PRODUCTION
SOCIAL JUSTICE
MANAGED,
GARDENS
TRAINING
FOCUSED
COMMUNALLY
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION
/
PRODUCTION
SOCIAL JUSTICE
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access in the area. While DDF grew from ¾ of an acre in 2009 to 9 acres in
2013, it shrank from 12 employee/trainees to only four full time employees
due to the conﬂict between production and education/training. “Creating a
worker is a whole different thing that creating a job”, says Project Manager
Hank Herrera. DDF’s market channels include a CSA with 300+ subscribers
(100 bags of produce a week) and restaurant sales.
Lessons for Frogtown
• It is important to note that food access may currently be much better in
Frogtown than in Alameda, so FF’s programs might not need the same
goals/focus.
• DDF’s focus on creating a successful farm business that feeds the local
community does not allow it spend too much effort on wider education
or training programs.
City Slicker Farms (West Oakland, CA) was founded in 2001 when
a group of community members decided they would grow food right in
their own neighborhood in response to the lack of available fresh food.
Over 12 years, it has grown to become a national leader in urban farming
that serves local low income populations. Their Community Market Farms
Program provides fresh produce at sliding scale prices. Their Backyard
Garden Program supports households and child care sites -- a total of
1,694 individuals -- to grow 25,000 pounds of their own food, through onsite education and household mentorship. CSF also grows starts for their
own farms and for their backyard gardens program.
Lessons for Frogtown
• Neighborhood initiatives can grow, slowly and organically, from one
garden to many and from no staff to a funded NGO.
• Engaging residents of low income neighborhoods where they live can
be more successful (in terms of growing gardening skills) than through
a central location.
• CSF recently acquired a 1.4 acre site to transform it into an urban farm
and community park site which is worth tracking closely because of its
similarities to the FF project.
Planting Justice (Oakland, CA) offers garden installations (the Transform
Your Yard program), organizes grant-funded educational programs with
institutions, and fundraises through a community canvassing program.
The organization has opted to build what it calls a “regenerative socialchange model” that allows it to fund itself through a for-proﬁt effort, with
proﬁts reinvested into their not-for-proﬁt endeavors. They’ve built 220

gardens including nearly 70 free ones built for low-income families and
communities. Their Insight Garden program trains prisoners in organic
gardening, and those who are paroled are offered a garden installation job
at PJ. The Grassroots Canvass Program generates a steady stream of new
clients for their Transform Your Yard and Education programs, recruits
new donors to PJ, and educates the general public about health, wellbeing,
and sustainability.
Lessons for Frogtown
• Canvassing is a multi-functional approach, combining philanthropy,
outreach, community buy-in and participation, and income generation.
• Fee-for-service garden installation is a model for income generation
that could possibly support FF’s ﬁnancial sustainability.
• Collaborative partnerships can ensure that a project both serves a
social justice mission and has potential to provide employment.
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MODEL 2: UNPAID STAFF

COMMUNALLY MANAGED / VOLUNTEER RUN FARMS
•
•
•
•

Focused on teaching urban farming to local communities, building community
around food production
Organizational structure is volunteer run, with experienced urban farmers or
garden educators teaching on site classes and workshops
Primary yield is social cohesion, building community
Secondary yield is healthy food for volunteers and low income communities

Alemany Farm (San Francisco, CA) is run by a 10-15 member volunteer
group, the Friends of Alemany Farm. It was started in 2005 by volunteers
who later received permission from the city’s Recreation and Parks
Department to ofﬁcialize the farm’s programs including volunteer work
and group tours; formal and informal environmental and horticultural
education; and food distribution for volunteers and nearby public housing
residents. The program has been run without paid staff for the past 8 years.
The $2-3,000 needed to purchase inputs and supplies is raised through
small donations and the occasional fundraising event. The organizational
structure is based on an open invitation to volunteers to become part of
the management team by attending monthly meetings and engaging with
others who want to be involved at the farm.
Lessons for Frogtown
• A willing population of volunteers can create a beautiful, productive,
educational, inspiring farm with very little money. The key is knowing
who the volunteers are or will be, and whether they are the target of
the yield desired at Frogtown -- volunteers may be of demographics
that differ than the target users/beneﬁciaries of Frogtown Farm.
• This model works well when volunteer/managers are trained in group
meeting process, and there are clear rules for making decisions.

COMMUNITY GARDENS
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•
•

Focused on providing land, space, resources for individual or family garden plots
Organizational structure can be provided by municipal park department, Park
Service organization, Community Garden alliance, or neighborhood volunteer
committee

•

Revenue comes from city government or membership dues

Stanford Avalon Community Gardens (Los Angeles, CA) is overseen
by the Los Angeles Community Garden Council (LACGC). The garden is
located on LA Dept of Water and Power land, which is a concession from the
city after the destruction of the South Central Farm. Most of the farmers
at Stanford Avalon used to farm at South Central. With the facilitation of
the LACGC, 120 urban farmers have formed a club led by a group of ofﬁcers
that supervises everyday operations. Farmers meet at least once a month
to discuss and address any issues as they relate to the rules and guidelines
currently established. There are 180 roughly 1500 square foot plots (one
per family). The competition can be intense, since there are no term limits
on the plots.
Lessons for Frogtown
• The community garden model is a relatively simple and effective way
to organize space to grow food. Depending on its structure it can also
can encourage community cohesion.
• However, it can also be a source of tensions and divisions within a
community, if plot owners differ on methods (pesticide use for example)
and disagree on whether land use is tied to community participation.
• Some gardens expressly demand contributions to common areas in
addition to the beneﬁts of the privately managed plot.
•
CONCLUSIONS

The case studies showed the design team three primary lessons:
1. The vision of the Frogtown board and community must clearly delineate
the farm’s desired primary and secondary yields.
2. These yields should be seen as happening through time, with priorities
possibly changing over time.
3. The social structures in place to manage the project should match the
yields desired.
With urban farming now having a decades-long history in the U.S.,
Frogtown Farm has the luxury of being able to pick and choose the best
aspects and programs of previous projects. There is danger in being too
ambitious with urban farm projects, and trying to take on too much at
once, just as there is a danger in losing valuable yields by having a single
focus. Balance and evolution are important guiding principles.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

1.3.4 THE FROGTOWN FARM DESIGN GAME
In order to understand the tradeoffs that come with designing an urban
farm, the team developed the “Frogtown Farm Design Game,” which
allowed participants to try laying out the Farm for themselves. Game
pieces could be played on the site, each one “scoring” points for revenue
generated, cost to build, and various yields like community health or farm
produce. During the October 12th public meeting, ten teams played the
Design Game and presented their results, which spanned a wide range in
terms of cost and beneﬁts. While this was a game that everyone wins, it
helped to bring home the challenges in designing the site to maximize
certain uses and showed that tradeoffs are necessary to get great results
with limited resources.
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Fig. A8 Farm design game board and score card
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Fig. A9 Farm design game pieces and preliminary farm design schemes
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1.3.5 PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES
At the December 10th public meeting, the design team presented three
“program alternatives” for the community to consider. Unlike the physical
site design options presented at the same meeting where features could
be mixed and matched, these program alternatives were presented as
mutually-exclusive options. Choosing one meant not choosing the others.
The alternatives represented three very different (but successful) directions
the Farm could pursue. They were based on the research of the design team
into other successful models and the unique opportunities and assets in
Frogtown.

FROGTOWN ENTERPRISE CO-OP

Frogtown Farm tests and incubates diverse local ventures in a co-op
structure to nurture entrepreneurs, leaders and innovators who are
dedicated to equity, opportunity and sustainability. Knowledge, resources,
risks, and rewards are shared by members of FFE Co-op. With mentoring
and supported experimentation provided by the FFE Co-Op organization
and established enterprises, successful ventures grow, creating shared
wealth, building community pride, and economic development on and
around the Farm.
FROGTOWN FARM HUB

The Frogtown Farm Hub program concept builds on what already exists
in the Frogtown community. This is what is known as an “Asset-Based
Community Development” approach to programming. Frogtown Farms,
in this set up, will form the backbone organization for many pre-existing
programs to activate the farm site and spread their successes and impact.
This program concept was the most popular in the design workshops, and
is discussed further below.
FROGTOWN SPECIALTY FARM

Focusing on high value, specialty crops grown year-round, Frogtown
Specialty creates a niche market with global reach. Local knowledge of
the specialized foods grown is shared and developed at Frogtown Farm
to create a community of special craft and knowledge. A cafe -- housed in
one of the production greenhouses – creatively showcases the products. In
the tradition of the street or village known for a particular craft, Frogtown
Specialty nurtures a community of expertise and exchange between young
and old, master and apprentice, visitor and local.

Fig. B1 Community Farm Design Yield Trade-Offs
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FROGTOWN ENTERPRISE CO-OP
Frogtown Farm tests and incubates diverse local ventures in a co-op structure to nurture entrepreneurs, leaders and innovators who
are dedicated to equity, opportunity and sustainability. Knowledge, resources, risks, and rewards are shared by members of FFE Coop. With mentoring and supported experimentation provided by the FFE Co-Op organization and established enterprises, successful
ventures grow to full-scale, creating shared wealth, building community pride, and catalyzing economic development on and around
the Farm.

Fig. B2 Farm Enterprise Co-Op Organizational Model
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FROGTOWN FARM HUB
The Farm is a platform for a city- and region-wide agricultural and gardening programs that operate at the site,
creating a network for exchange of food, knowledge, ideas and culture. The Frogtown Farm Hub boosts community
ASSET BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
assets by providing an agricultural campus where existing initiatives and programs and partner with Frogtown. This
programming approach would create partnerships with a CSA to grow food at the site, a marketing organization to sell
it, educational organizations to run programs and classes, farmer associations to train new farmers, and academic and
technical organizations to perform research. A community center at the heart of the Farm serves as the hearth where
conversations between the neighborhood and partner organizations take place.
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Fig. B3 Farm Hub Organizational Model
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FROGTOWN SPECIALTY FARM
Focusing on high value, specialty crops grown year-round, Frogtown Specialty creates a global niche market. Local knowledge of the
specialized foods of this niche is shared and developed at Frogtown Farm to deﬁne this community of special craft and knowledge.
A cafe -- housed in one of the production greenhouses – creatively showcases the products. In the tradition of the street or village
known for a particular craft, Frogtown Specialty nurtures a community of expertise and exchange between young and old, master and
apprentice, visitor and local.

Fig. B4 Specialty Farm Organizational Model
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Fig. B5 Preliminary farm design schemes
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Fig. B5 Preliminary farm design schemes
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1.3.6 PLAN ALTERNATIVES
Building upon the feedback gathered at the ﬁrst community meeting, the
team attempted to distill the numerous ideas into three distinct design
approaches related the the above program concepts.
“AG-PARK”

The Ag park model attempts to integrate farm and park program areas
into a diverse set of landscape types and experiences for a variety of
different user groups.
• ADA access from Victoria & Minnehaha
• Vehicle access from Minnehaha
• Farm nucleus located in center of site
• Structures aligned on NE - SE axis
• Field1: Production ﬁelds / Teaching gardens
• Field 2: Children’s play area, picnic area, kitchen
• gardens
• Field 3: Production ﬁeld
• Ampitheater in SE corner
• Terraced Gardens along Victoria ADA path
• Orchard planting in SE
• Playing ﬁelds of mowed grass

“ACTIVE PLAY AND INTENSIVE PRODUCTION”

This option focused on maximizing commercial productivity of the farm
areas and enabling active play areas in the parkland areas of the site. In
this option the working farm area, the barn is in a separate location than
the farmhouse / cafe event space.
• ADA access from Victoria & Minnehaha
• Vehicle access from Minnehaha
• Barn / Production zone in center of site
• Cafe / Restaurant in NE
• Field1: Intensive production ﬁelds with high tunnels
• Field 2/3: Large Open production ﬁeld
• Amphitheater at base of Cottonwood tree
• Play area at top of sledding hill
• Playing ﬁelds of mowed grass

“FARM CENTER / NATURAL PARKLAND”

This option takes cues from more traditional farm grid arrangements and
integrates nature based play areas and native plantings into the parkland
areas of the site.
• ADA access from Victoria & Minnehaha
• Vehicle access from Minnehaha
• Farm nucleus located in center of site
• Structures / Pathways aligned on N-S axis
• Fields 1-3: Production ﬁelds / Teaching gardens
• Performance Space / Teaching Pavilion in NE corner
• Pond / Natural Area
• Nature based play area, embankment slide along
• ADA path from Victoria
• Native grassland areas on most slopes
• Mowed lawn area at base of sledding hill and base of Cottonwood
Tree

1.3.7 STARTING UP THE COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
The design team started the Community Ambassador program to best
assure that the design process reached the diverse members of Frogtown.
Through online outreach (the E-democracy website) and through the
personal relationships of Frogtown Farm board members and other
volunteers who had been involved with the project to date, the design
team sought out youth and adults -- especially from the Hmong, Ethiopian,
and Somali communities -- to work with the team in getting information
out to residents about the design workshops. Ambassadors also gathered
information from residents about their thoughts on the Farm, since many
people could not attend the workshops. The CA program was crucial to the
Farm’s design and will prove essential to its development moving forward.
Community Ambassadors worked closely with the design team, reaching
out to the neighborhood and building networks to support the Farm project
over the long term. Ambassadors assisted in facilitation of community
design meetings and participated in the design process with the team.
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1.3.8 RATIONALE FOR DESIGN DECISIONS
During the process of creating the schematic design for Frogtown Park +
Farm, the consultant team and the City of Saint Paul have had to balance
competing priorities and ideas put forth by neighborhood residents,
members of the public, the Frogtown Farm Board, and the Farm and Park
Design Advisory Committees. In some cases, multiple priorities could

be accommodated together. In others, a single direction needed to take
precedence in order to make the design and program efﬁcient and focused.
Outlined below is the reasoning behind each of the major design and
programmatic decisions the team made:

“THE HUB” PROGRAM MODEL
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WHAT THE HUB INCLUDES

WHY?

A system for involving
existing community
organizations and programs
on the Farm site

The community expressed repeated concerns for programming that was based in and accountable to the local neighborhood. The Hub
model encourages this by prioritizing links with pre-existing programs and organizations that are operating in Frogtown. It has the
added beneﬁt of minimizing costs for the Frogtown Farm organization while still providing the many program functions desired.

Governance structure

Much of the responsibility for starting and maintaining these program partnerships will be with the Executive Director once that
person is hired, in order to keep the communication requirements minimal and focused. The design team wanted to create a
structure where community voice can continue to be heard, which is why the Community Engagement Program will continue past the
design phase. The ED’s role will be focused on partnerships and overall project management rather than farm, program, or facilities
management.

Urban Farm Lab

We heard from the Board and DAC that they wanted Frogtown Farm to be unique and innovative amongst the many new urban farms
across the country. Besides the obvious aspects of an urban farm (production, sales, education), we thought that new knowledge could
be created on the farm that would help Frogtown but also allow for replication of new tools and techniques on other urban farms, and
put Frogtown on the map as a place of innovations. The UFL will be another partnership-based program of the farm. We believe it will
eventually form one of the ‘ﬂagship’ programs that brings in funding and public involvement.

CSA/Restaurant/Foodshed
Corridor Sales

In order to raise money and serve the community with healthy fresh produce, the design team focused the outlets for the farm’s
produce on a neighborhood-based food box (‘CSA’) and sales to restaurants along University. Branding Frogtown Farm’s produce
through these sales, and making relationships with restaurants with hopes that eventually the farm can use their waste for
composting (creating a closed-loop soil/food system), the sales program was designed to fulﬁl the food access, education, and ﬁnancial
sustainability goals expressed by community members during the design process.

Backyards to Businesses

This program was designed to complement both the educational and sales aspects of the farm. By training local backyard/frontyard
gardeners in food production and post-harvest handling, Frogtown will be able to aggregate more produce for its outlets, and will be
able to provide small income boosts for local residents by buying their produce. The Frogtown Farm brand will also be ampliﬁed (think
signs saying “I’m a Frogtown Farm producer!”)

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

PLAN DOESN’T INCLUDE

WHY?

Intensive food production for
market sales.

While there was a clear interest in having the farm raise its own revenue, the design team also heard many times that community
members wanted access to and education from the site more than they wanted a space that—due to production concerns—would
be somewhat off-limits to community members. Running a production farm requires a very different relationship of managers to
volunteers and community members. In this Hub model, food production will be a goal, and the food will be distributed in various ways
(such as restaurants and CSA boxes), but the priority will be on the farm as an access point for experience. The design team attempted
to create a program model where income from food sales is a part, but not a central part, of the farm’s ﬁnancial health.

WHAT CAN BE ADDED TO THE
PLAN

WHAT IT WOULD TAKE TO ADD THIS

An Artist-In-Residence
program

Depending on the initiative of the Board and ED, arts programming could come online quickly, or after the farm’s central programs are
established and running. A residency would help establish Frogtown Farm’s visibility as a cultural hub and innovative, beautiful urban
farm and an Adult Artist-in-Residence program would work well here. To make this program happen, the farm would need a housing/
hosting site, some funding raised for artist support, and a management structure for administering the program. This could be done in
partnership with a local arts organization.

Youth Arts Program

Similarly, there was repeated interest expressed in youth arts programs. While not an essential ﬁrst step in the formation of the farm,
the design team feels this would be an easy program to add to the site’s offerings, either through partnerships or run by Frogtown Farm
itself.

(COMBINED AG-PARK AND NATURAL PARK LAYOUT PLAN) “AG-PARK” LAYOUT PLAN
WHAT THE PLAN INCLUDES

WHY?

Strong diagonal central spine,
aligned SW-NE, organizing
the hoop houses

Best solar orientation for hoop-houses. Creates a strong wayﬁnding and organizing system at the center of the Farm. Community
members expressed support for this feature in Option (A).

Farm buildings centrally sited
to create a Farm Center

Creates a strong central gathering area with edges on two sides. Creates a heart of space and buildings that creates a visual identity
from Minnehaha entrance. Also creates shortest entrance drive to parking area (less pavement = good). Plaza space can be ﬁlled with
tables for farm to table events, chess, and other programming for all ages.

Naturalized play area along
ADA pathway terraces.
embankment slide.

This area has to be graded extensively to create an ADA access path. There was strong community interest in this feature and it
maximizes a unique opportunity along the wooded slope for creating a special play experience while preserving the “natural” state of
the park. The slide was generally seen as a positive from the community and it will activate the hillside in summer and create a play
feature not found in Frogtown.
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WHAT THE PLAN INCLUDES

WHY?

Bus turnaround and 5 parking
spaces

Bus turn-around is not accommodated on-site. Buses will have to drop off on Minnehaha. Only 5 parking spots have been included in
the initial design. There is ample on-street parking and a possibility of working out an agreement with the various parking lot owners
at Minnehaha Business Center (there are 3 owners of the parking at MBC). Should parking become a concern in the future, this may
need to be revisited, but we’re starting with the minimum.

Amphitheater in the SE corner
of the Farm

This site already has a natural depression and can be sculpted to open onto an eastward vista of downtown Saint Paul, one of the main
attractions of the site. It is also a more sheltered location from off-site noises, and provides a connection to the recreation areas of the
site.

Demonstration gardens

To help with the co-educational goals of Frogtown Farm these gardens provide learning for the different types of gardens that are
possible to grow. Examples might be: culturally traditional gardens, herb gardens, medicinal gardens, biointensive gardens, bee
gardens. These gardens are also ﬂexible and can change over time as the programming needs change.

Children’s garden

Community members expressed the importance of connecting younger generations to farming traditions -- particularly the cultural
farming traditions in the Hmong Community. Creates a family friendly farm.

Kitchen garden

Would provide a demonstration garden for education and a way to cook food for students and visitors during programming and events.

Additional play equipment at
the Farm Center

Creates a space near farm facilities for families with small children to occupy kids while parents farm or take a class. Activates the
area.

Orchard planting in the SE/
southern edge

An orchard at the southern edge creates a boundary between the houses and the public park. It also brings some of the “farm” into the
“park.”

Naturalized and mowed,
informal play areas

Naturalized hillside provides erosion protection and can be mowed in fall for winter sledding. There was a lot of favor to re-establish a
natural ground-cover underneath oaks along Minnehaha. Informal play area to remain mown turf -- a much loved neighborhood asset
that is used by many for non-programmed play (pick-up soccer, kite ﬂying, volleyball, catch, rolling down the hill, etc).

PLAN DOESN’T INCLUDE

WHY?

Large area of intensive
production ﬁelds

Many community members, DAC and Board members expressed a preference for education over commercial production as the primary
yield of the Farm. While there are still production ﬁelds and hoop houses that can be used commercially by a CSA program, this will not
be the main program of the Farm and therefore not a dominant feature in the site plan.

Pond

Some community members expressed concerns about the safety of an open pond. A bioﬁltration area could be created to capture
storm water for re-use.

Community Center

This would be a large and expensive facility that is not covered by the current Farm and Park budget. Given the many other priorities
for site construction in the early years of the project, the team recommends that a community center not be included in the design for
the next 5 years.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

PLAN DOESN’T INCLUDE

WHY?

Amphitheater in the north
“bowl”

While this area of the site has a natural bowl shape, the road and foundry noises and views of Minnehaha make it less suitable for an
amphitheater.

Access from Milton Street

The Farm and Park have not been granted an easement by the Wilder Foundation, which controls the private road (Milton St).

Active recreation ﬁelds

There was no support for this use from any of the groups involved in the design process. Many community members expressed that
this asset already exists at the West Minnehaha Rec Center

Dog Park

While this site program had a lot of positive comments on the survey and could activate the noisy area by the foundry and Minnehaha
Ave., most people didn’t rank it highly as a “want” or “must have” item. At community meetings it had luke-warm reception and wasn’t
seen as a compatible programming choice for the site. It is suggested to ﬁnd a site that is more compatible for this use vs. trying to ﬁt
it in at Frogtown Park and Farm.

WHAT CAN BE ADDED TO THE
PLAN

WHAT IT WOULD TAKE TO ADD THIS

Café / visitor area

This was a popular concept from Option B, but was linked to a production focus. However it can be included in the preferred design if a
project to fund and run it is created.

Wetland area

Creating the conditions for this would take major earth work to ensure the bottom of the wetland was conducive to holding enough
water for wetland species to inhabit the area. Additionally, too much standing water could cause problems of poor water quality,
drowning risks, mosquitos, and rancid water smells.

Outdoor classroom

This would require identiﬁcation of programming partners, the landscaping of the area(s) to be used in order to make them
aesthetically pleasing and accessible, and fund raising for any structures needed.

Additional high tunnels

As the farm production grows and/or funds become available the addition of high tunnels will increase opportunity. They will allow
longer seasons, additional education topics and space, and increase revenues for year-round food production.

Additional small buildings
around the Farm Center

Identify the use, is the programming in place to do in the space. Finding sites that respect existing open space and circulation framework. Design details ﬁnalized and preliminary budgets created. Use design and budgets to raise funds.

Overlook observatory tower
(like a silo or ﬁre look-out
tower)

This would need to be ADA accessible and would require an elevator. At this time it was left off the plan due to cost implications. It
could be added in the future if funding becomes available.
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Fig. C1 Final Frogtown Farm Community Celebration : Frogtown residents contribute feedback
40

Fig. C2 Final Frogtown Farm Community Celebration : Frogtown artists perform

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN
The ﬁnal plan – the Farm Framework – is a physical layout for the Farm
that establishes good relationships between the elements the community
asked for and prioritized: a process for building soil, creating site fertility,
wisely using resources, building infrastructure using best practices, and
developing a human organization that supports a self-sustaining Farm
program.
It borrows elements from each of the three plan options presented at
the December 10th community meeting, while choosing to pursue The
Frogtown Farm Hub program alternative as the driver of activity. The
team’s process for deciding which elements to include and which to
exclude is outlined in the previous section (1.3.8)
The plan includes elements of a working farm, infrastructure for education,
and recreational infrastructure for visitors to the park. All of this is
interwoven across the site, so that there is no clear line where park ends
and farm begins.

2.1.1 LANDSCAPE PLAN
THE FROGTOWN AGRICULTURE PARK (FAP)

The site is blessed with incredible natural assets, such as the existing oak
woodland, a diverse mix of native tree species, and dramatic topography.
The goal of this design is to enhance the ecological productivity of the
site and to introduce new farm related program areas, while making
easier for people to interact with and enjoy the space.
Oak Woodland
The oak woodland area in the northeast area of the site will be largely
untouched. However, the concept is to introduce native planting into
the understory and groundcover underneath the oaks to invite greater
ecological diversity. A new accessible pathway from Minnehaha will move
through the oak woodland area, minimizing disturbance, while providing
safe access into the heart of the site.
Orchards
A major new feature of the design is orchard planting. A large new
orchard will line the pathway from the entrance of Milton into the farm

center, surround the farm center and smaller garden areas in Field 2. A
separate large cluster of orchard trees will be planted in the southeast
part of the site, to the south of the sledding hill near the Victoria Street
entrance.
Farm Plaza
The Farm Plaza is the heart of the site. This space is framed by the Barn
to the west and the Farmhouse to the north, which provide protection
from winter winds and excellent sun exposure from the south. This space
contains a specimen tree orchard with taller trees than the production
orchards on site, so that they shade in summer for a picnic and gathering
area. The farm plaza contains an optional outdoor pizza/bread oven, as
well as built in seating, bike parking, and small landscaped areas with
ornamental and edible plantings.
Field 1
Field 1 is located in the southeast of the site, to the left of the Milton
Street entrance. Field 1 is 37,500 SF, or ~ 0.85 acres and is envisioned as
an intensive vegetable production area.
Field 2
Field 2 is located north and east of the Milton Street entrance and
is 49,000 SF or ~ 1.2 acres. This ﬁeld is envisioned as containing the
following areas:
Children’s Garden
This area contains raised beds connected by a series of pathways
that are meant to be used for teaching kids. Raised beds with rich
soil make it easier for kids to reach and to experiment with sowing
seed, transplanting starts, weeding, cultivating and harvesting annual
vegetable crops and herbs.
Demonstration Gardens
This area is intended to showcase the possibilities for backyard gardening
and small-scale farming to farm visitors. This area may be managed
by the farm manager or could be designed and cultivated by artists or
farmers in residence.
Play Area
This area is ~ 4000 SF and is adjacent to the farm center. It is envisioned
as containing farm-themed play equipment and familiar play elements
such as a swing set and slide.
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Field 2
Field 2 also contains a fruit and nut tree orchard that surrounds the above
areas, dividing them into smaller garden rooms.
Field 3
Field 1 is located in the northeast of the site. Field 3 is 42,800 SF, or ~ 1
acre and is envisioned as an intensive vegetable production or pasture
area.
High Tunnels / Hoop Houses / Greenhouses
Given the relatively short growing season in the region, we recommend
installing high tunnels or greenhouses, both for plant propagation and
to extend the growing season. A polytunnel (also known as a polyhouse,
hoop greenhouse or hoophouse, or high tunnel) is a tunnel made of
polyethylene. The interior heats up because incoming solar radiation
from the sun warms plants, soil, and other things inside the building
faster than heat can escape the structure. We envision 3, 30’x90’ high
tunnels on the site. One or more could be heated to be used for plant
propagation and as a year-round teaching space. During the late fall and
early spring, these spaces will be warm and ﬁlled with plantings when
other parts of the site are dormant.
Composting Area
The composting area is ~6000 SF and is located behind the high tunnel in
Field 1.
Beekeeping Area
Beehives are proposed for the north east corner of the site above Field 3,
where they will be undisturbed by the more intensive human activities
near the farm center.
Nature Based Play Area
Near the Victoria Street accessible entrance to the farm is a nature based
play area that surrounds an accessible pathway from Victoria that winds
up into the farm center. This area is envisioned as containing natural
elements like boulders, rocks, logs, and other elements that are fun to
play on and explore.
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Embankment slide
This is a ~150’ slide that is built into the hillside. This could be a great
element to partner with a local artist to design and build. If done well, it
is sure to become a popular feature of the park.
Amphitheater
The amphitheater is located to take advantage of an existing low point
on the site, as well as views to downtown St. Paul. Seating is built into a
regraded slope and faces a small stage.
CIRCULATION

Entrances
The farm entryways are special places that create both a physical
threshold into the farm site and a symbolic gateway into the farm. Main
entrances to the site are from Minnehaha, Milton, and Victoria Streets.
These will be designated by farm signage and an entry gateway.
Walkways, Paths, Entry Road
The primary vehicular access is from Minnehaha at the Northwest corner
of the site. This takes advantage of the existing grading of this road and
proposes a regraded, improved road for access to the vehicle turnaround
and parking area to to the west of the Barn.
A new accessible pathway is introduced to the site from Minnehaha, close
to the existing bus stop. A visitor with limited mobility can make her way
from Minnehaha, up into the heart of the site at the farm center, and
then proceed east through ﬁeld two, and down a newly graded pathway
winding through the natural play area to the Victoria Street entrance.
A concrete walkway crosses directly through the center of the site making
a strong connection to neighborhoods north and south of the site.
A secondary network of gravel paths provide access for visitors around
the periphery of the farm program areas and connect the farm center to
the amphitheater, sledding hill overlook, and the Southeast entrance of
the site at Victoria Street.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN
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2.1.2 LANDSCAPE PLAN

FARM PLAZA
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Orchard Grove
Outdoor Pizza Oven
Picnic tables under fruit trees
Barn and farmhouse
Play area
Kitchen and childrens’ gardens

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

AMPHITHEATER
•
•
•
•

Built-in seating
Picnic/play area
Walking path
Views of downtown St. Paul
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FIELD 1
•
•
•
•
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Walking path around ﬁeld
High tunnels for 3 season
growing
Large production ﬁeld
Orchard planding along entry
walkway

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

MINNEHAHA ENTRANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Entry gateway
ADA pathway to farm plaza
Farm stand
Crosswalk and bus stop
Street trees
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2.1.3 SOIL REGENERATION AND MANAGEMENT

Ideal ranges for soil composition (see Earthfort Soil Nutrients Assessment):

As the Park and Farm were acquired, four different soil tests were conducted
to gather information on structure, composition, toxicity, organic matter,
nutrients and soil biology. We found the site needs large amounts of
amendment to make it suitable for growing food. There are three areas on
the site that have levels of mercury slightly higher than the EPA risk level
of 100 ppm. These areas are not in the food production areas and are not a
concern. The Braun Intertec report maps all heavy metal levels throughout
the site. The soil condition is relatively good for becoming suitable for a
park and farm, especially for a previously commercial site.

•
•
•

It’s strongly recommended that the incoming Executive Director and any
Farm Managers read and understand all the soil reports. This will allow
them to answer questions in the community and with stakeholders, and
effectively prioritize the on-going soil management processes.
Soil is a living organism! It is an ecosystem with billions of organisms. The
soil food web is the ecosystem the plants live in and are dependent upon
for success. The roots of the plants create relationships with the organisms
in the soil to get their water, nutrients, immune system support, and
protection from predators. In return, the plants help feed the organisms.
The soil goals listed below for Frogtown Farm will create the ideal living
conditions for the soil food web. On-going management of the levels of
life in the soil is an essential skill for the Farm Manager as the activities
of farming can degrade it over time. The Farm Manager needs to have
the ability to build an on-going relationship with the soil to understand,
assess, and manage the dynamic living soil ecosystem.

•

IDEAS FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT WITH SOIL

•

•
•
•

•
GOALS FOR FROGTOWN FARM SOIL

The ranges of soil composition and nutrients below are the soil goals for
growing food successfully. The existing soil nutrients, organic matter, and
soil biology are below these goals and need to be improved. The list below
is the basics -- a more extensive list can be found in the soil reports. The
recipe for ﬁxing the soil will achieve these goal ranges. It is wise to do
a comprehensive test of the soil two times per year the ﬁrst three years
to ensure the soil management system is working. The comprehensive
testing can be done with Earth Fortiﬁcations, Inc. and compared to the
tests taken in 2013.
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pH of 6.5-7.5
Organic Matter 4-8%
Nutrients levels part per million (ppm)
• Nitrogen – 10-20 ppm
• Phosphorus – 2-5 ppm
• Potassium – 5-25 ppm
Soil Biology
• Bacteria – (ug/g) Active: 45-90, Total: 300-600
• Fungi – (ug/g) Active: 45-90, Total 300-600
• Protozoa – (numbers/g) Flagellates: 5000-50000, Amoebae
5000-50000, Ciliates: 0-100
• Beneﬁcial Nematodes – (number/g) Total: 10-20

•
•

Train people interested in soil to receive and test soil samples for
soil biology, nutrients, pH, etc. and give recommendations on how
to ﬁx and regenerate the soils. This service could become a microenterprise in the community.
Educate the community how to manage their soil at home by helping
Frogtown with theirs.
Use volunteers to help with the making and spreading of compost and
compost tea.
Identify compost partners that produce large amounts of compost
and provide educational programming to help build community
capacity for soil building.
Create a community owned compost tea production that can be used
on the Farm and Park, and sold to the community. This is a potential
revenue stream.
Have soil building events that become annual traditions that involve
the community and become an important relationship building event.
Invite ceremonies of local residents to be performed for the land that
show respect to the life of the land, and for creating a great harvest.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

RAMSEY COUNTY
COMPOST PARTNERS

COMPOSTING

• Battle Creek
• Frank & Sims
• Midway
• Summit Hill

COMPOST PRODUCTION & DELIVERY
RAISED BEDS

DEEP RIP OF SOIL

GOOD SOIL

12”

PLANTING SOIL
4”

2014

FIX THE SOIL

GROW FOOD

1. Loosen existing soil 12” deep

1. Add 2” layer of compost to growing areas and
mix into the soil with Blood meal or Feather
Meal EVERY YEAR

2.
On 3 acres, add 400 yards of Compost
(16 semi-loads). Mix it 6” deep into existing soil
with Sulfur, Blood Meal, Feather Meal, Bone
Meal, Potassium Sulfate, & Magnesium Sulfate.

2015

2016

Fig. D1 Soil building timeline
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RECIPE AND APPROACH FOR REBUILDING EXISTING SOIL

This recipe is for the initial rebuilding of the existing soil as Frogtown Farm
received it at purchase/lease. The four soil reports, mission of Frogtown
Farm, and community feedback all informed this recipe. The recipe should
be used to meet the soil goals listed above to make it ready for growing
food. After the goals are met, use the recipe for on-going amendments
with adjustments made by the Farm Manager.
The following amendments can be added as needed for organic management
of the farm. They should be used according to the Farm Manager, local
community knowhow, and the product labels. Use them as directed by the
label to determine safety considerations and application rates.
1. Deep Rip the existing soil with a Keyline Plow or similar
2. Till the existing soil to break the thatch layer of grasses with a large
tractor tiller, at least 6” deep
3. Add the following amendments to every 1000 square feet of existing
soil:
• 3 cubic yards of greenwaste compost
• 8 lbs soil sulfur
• 6 pounds blood meal (12-0-0)*
• 10 lbs Feather Meal (12-0-0)*
• 10 lbs Steamed Bone Meal (3-15-0)*
• 7 lbs Potassium Sulfate (0-0-50)
• 5 lbs Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salts)
*Fish Emulsion and Seaweed can be used if concerned about blood, feather and
bone: 1 gal/8000sf.

4. Till again all the amendments into the existing soil with large tractor
tiller, at least 6” deep
5. Cultivate the soil repeatedly as weeds germinate for the ﬁrst month or
two
• Farm Manager needs to determine exact weed management
according to resources and growth on the site. Organic
herbicide, sheet mulching, hoeing, etc.

7. Plant a polyculture cover crop when ﬁelds are not in production to hold
soil, combat weeds, and add nutrients and organic matter
8. Prepare ﬁelds and beds for planting by working cover crops into the
soil, or planting through it. Transition to a no-till system after initial
soil regeneration.
Shop around for the best price of amendments, as it can vary. Companies
may give discounts to Frogtown Farm as part of their corporate social
responsibility and sponsorship programs. Start with Eggplant Supply
Urban Farming Store, Midwestern Bio-Ag, and Midwest Hydroponics to
help source the nutrient amendments. The Executive Director should
work with local compost suppliers to negotiate a partnership for on-going
compost production and education. The partnership may lead to compost
price reductions.
TO PREPARE BACKFILL FOR TREES AND SHRUBS

1. Excavate planting pits at least twice as wide as the diameter of the
rootball.
2. Soil immediately below the root ball should be left undisturbed to
provide support but the sides and the bottom around the side should
be cultivated to improve porosity.
3. The top of the rootball should be at or slightly above ﬁnal grade.
3. The top 12 inches of backﬁll around the sides of the rootball of trees
and shrubs may consist of the above amended soil or may be prepared
as follows:
• 5 parts Site Soil
• 1 part composted green waste
Uniformly blanded with (Amount per Cubic Yard):
• 1/3 pound Soil Sulfur
• 1/3 pound Blood Meal (12-0-0)*
• 1/2 pound Feather Meal (12-0-0)*
• 1/2 pound Steamed Bone Meal (3-15-0)*
• 1/3 pound Potassium Sulfate (0-0-50)
• 1/4 pound Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom Salts)
*Fish Emulsion and Seaweed can be used if concerned about blood, feather and

6. Spray 5 gallons of compost tea per 10,000 sf (660 Gallons for 3 acres)
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bone: 1 gal/8000sf.
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5. Backﬁll below 12 inches required for 24 inch box or larger material
should not contain the composted green waste, soil sulfur, blood
meal or feather meal but should still contain the steamed bone meal,
potassium sulfate and magnesium sulfate at the recommended per
cubic yard rate.
6. Drench rootballs with 5 gallons of compost tea per 1,000 sf of area
around trees.
7. Ideally a weed and turf free zone should be maintained just beyond
the diameter of the planting hole. A 3-4 inch deep layer of coarse wood
mulch can be placed around the tree or shrub. Mulch should be kept a
minimum 2 inches from the trunk.
COMPOST

The initial compost amending is most practical to do by purchasing the
initial 800 cubic yards from a commercial producer. In the future, Frogtown
Farm should work to partner with someone like Eureka to negotiate with
the city of St. Paul and Ramsey County to produce large amounts of compost
on site. Given the site is leased from the city, these items may need to be
approved through a “conditional use permit” process in order to do them
•
•
•
•

The composting site will likely have to be contained.
Composting plans must be made to ensure the smells, sights, and sounds
of producing it are not going to cause problems for the neighbors.
Composting will require a large piece of equipment (a Bobcat skidsteer, for example) for turning the piles.

Calculations to consider in making decisions about compost production,
purchasing and planning:
•
•

•
•

Delivered compost produced by others should cost $15-$20 per cubic
yard.
80 yards of compost production is currently allowed in urban farming.
The site may need 800 cubic yards to sustain a yearly input of 2” topdress per year.
800 cubic yards will cover 3 acres with a 2” layer of compost.
Compost shrinks by 50% in the process (worst case). To produce 80
cubic yards of compost (currently allowed), you will need a space big
enough for 160 cubic yards.

•

•

160 cubic yards of green waste will create 800 cubic yards of ﬁnished
compost (needed for initial regeneration of soil). The area needed to
hold 1600 cubic yards of waste is about 46,080 square feet, over an acre.
For 160 cubic yards of compost (to produce 8cy ﬁnished compost) the
windrows should total approximately 4’x12’x120’ + area for turning
the pile with a bobcat skid loader or the like. This will produce a token
amount for the demonstration gardens, plant starts, etc. and can be
educational.
Wind Rows of 100 cubic yards will take up a piece of land the area of: 4’
tall, 12’ wide, 60’ long.

Considering Food Waste from the Community for Composting:
• Composting food scraps on site is currently illegal.
• 2” compost top-dress on the Farm would require: food waste composted
from 780 households at the average of 300 lbs food and yard waste per
year per household.
• 780 households per year will be needed to add 2” compost each year.
• 18 restaurants with their average of 50 tons of food waste could provide
2” compost per year.
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ON-GOING AMENDMENDS

2.1.4 BUILDINGS

The on-going amendments should be customized and adjusted by the
Farm Manager to suit the needs of the food production, and informed by
the annual soil testing. The knowledge of soil nutrients and soil food web
management is essential for any incoming Farm Manager.

AN OVERALL APPROACH

After the initial amending and tilling of soil, we recommend using a no-till
farming system that allows the soil food web to remain alive and vibrant.
Tilling destroys the life in the soil. No-till systems manage water, nutrients,
disease, pests, and weeds more effectively than tilling systems.
One process used by many urban farms, including Growing Power, is
building raised beds with compost over time that are 2 feet tall by 4-6 feet
wide made of mostly compost (this can be costly to do all up front). Every
four years or so add a 2” layer of compost to the raised beds. Each year
grow a cover crop and use mulch to add organic matter and control weeds.
When not producing market crops, grow a cover crop that adds nutrients
to the soil. Some vegetable starts can be planted right through the cover
crop, otherwise, mulch over it with straw before or after planting. To add
supplemental nutrients as crops deplete soil nutrients, add worm castings
and worm casting juice to the raised beds on a continuous basis. This is
a good alternative to using all of the products listed above. However, we
would recommend using them all for year one soil amending.
SOIL STRUCTURE

Irrigation of new plantings should take into consideration the differing
texture of the rootball substrate and surrounding soil matrix to maintain
adequate moisture during this critical period of establishment. The soil
surrounding the trees will drain quickly. Monitor and adjust irrigation
accordingly. The Farm Manager should have experience managing
irrigation systems with adjustments twice monthly.
The soil tests were done by Braun Intertec, soil scientist Dr. Jay Bell, Soil
and Plant Laboratories, Inc., and Earth Fortiﬁcation Supplies Company.
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The design team proposes an approach to building that explores the
possibilities community engagement through the craft of traditional farm
building. Using locally sourced timber from deconstructed Minnesota
barns, there is an exciting potential for using traditional building methods,
wood joinery and building techniques. Symbolically, this may also extend
the farm’s education and community engagement principles through the
communal act of “barn raising.” The buildings themselves are organized
to shape signiﬁcant outdoor spaces and integrate with pathway systems.
We also explored ways for the buildings to have multiple purposes, internally
and externally. This creates the possibility of overlapping programs, or
even the elimination of programming. Functions aren’t segmented or
zoned, but there is a ﬂow of use between spaces. The architecture becomes
one of possibility, setting a stage for countless functions that evolve and
change over time.
These ideas manifested in a series of indoor and outdoor structures of
varying sizes that each serve all the functions of the farm at differing
scales.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

Fig. D2 Schematic renderings of architectural strategy
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EXTERIOR RENDERINGS

Fig. D3 Schematic renderings of architectural strategy
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POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES
What follows is a list of potential activities which may be housed in
buildings, as well as how they might interact with other farm functions.
This serves as a map of possibilities for buildings to serve multiple
functions in themselves.
1. Agricultural Production
b. Honey Structures: beehives, production, canning, labeling, selling,
storage
c. Flower Structures: greenhouse (hoop, vertical, conventional),
potting, seed storage, cutting, and sales, invasive plant control
d. Herb Structures: greenhouse (hoop, vertical, conventional), seed
storage, cutting, packaging, and sales, invasive plant control
e. Machinery Structures: servicing, machine shop, and storage
f. Fruits and Vegetables Structures: greenhouse (hoop, vertical,
conventional), seed storage, harvesting systems, waste systems,
canning, pesticides and fertilizer creation and storage, composting,
packaging and sales, invasive plant control
g. Grains Structures: greenhouse (hoop, vertical, conventional), seed
storage, harvesting systems, waste systems, pesticides and fertilizer
creation and storage, composting, packaging and sales, brewing /
fermenting spaces, bottling and labeling, invasive plant control
h. Ag Art Structures: paper making, plant based dyes and pigments,
knitting, wood carving
2. Agricultural Production
i. Urban farming education structure: teaching kitchen, indoor
classroom, outdoor classroom, teaching materials storage, nutrition
education activities, ag art activities,
j. Urban farming research structure: laboratory greenhouse, digital
data center, ofﬁce spaces, bio lab space, sterilization space,
k. Environmental, food, and social justice education/advocacy
structure
l. Workforce and job training structures
3. Waste management
m. Composting structures
n. Vermiculture structures
o. Brush and other site waste storage structures
p. Event planning spaces

4. Management
q. Rental and sublease ofﬁce structure
r. CVA or farm site shares rental and management ofﬁce
s. Farm board and staff meeting space
t. Executive director ofﬁce
u. Farm Production management ofﬁce
v. Site Maintenance ofﬁce
w. Event planning spaces
5. Public Functions
x. Park structures / furniture: seating, shade, rain cover, tables
y. Event structures: performance, market, meetings, classes, tours,
small events, picnics, group dinners
z. Sacred structures: community groups and sacred spaces
aa. Community Farming structures
ab. Community Farm Production structures
ac. Community Event spaces
ad. Farmer’s Markets: merchandise storage and sales, agricultural
production storage and sales.
ae. Café structure
af. Children’s structures
ag. Shade structures
6. Energy Production
ah. Wind power structure
ai. Biomass power structure
aj. Methane digestion structure
ak. Solar power structure
al. Water collection, reuse, irrigation system management structure
7. Food preperation
am.Indoor cooking: commercial kitchen, private kitchens, teaching
kitchen
an. Outdoor cooking: grill, oven, wood ﬁre,
ao. Indoor eating
ap. Outdoor eating
aq. Warewashing
8. Security and Spatial Separation
ar. Fences
as. Lighting
at. Signage
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PROGRAM

b. Ute – Small farm utility vehicle

iii. Digging forks

c.

Ute accessories

iv. Collinear hoe

i.

v.

THE BARN

Dump bed

ii. Tow ball

vi. Sprinkler heads

1. Processing and Packing (1)

iii. Tiller

vii. Pruner

a.

Pallets, crates, and boxes

iv. Mower\mulcher

viii. Edging supplies

b. Washable work surfaces

v.

ix. Load dumper cart

c.

vi. Seeder

3 compartment sink

d. Rinsing station

now blade

a.

below
b. Medium: 8’ counter, open storage
below
c.

g. Gardening clothes
i.

vii. Pallet fork

Anti-pest vests, shirts, hats

Small: 4’ counter, open storage

Large: 16’ counter, open storage
below

d. Multi uses

e.

Sorting stations

d. 10’ Utility trailer

ii. Muck boots

i.

Bike parking

f.

Grading station

c.

6x12 cargo trailer

iii. gloves

ii.

Bus stop bench

g. Trimming and cleaning station

f.

Power tiller

h. Boxing \ crating station

g. Push mower

i.

Pre-load storage

h. Log splitter

j.

Cooler \ freezer storage

iii. Site signage

THE FARMHOUSE
1. Large gathering

iv. Site lookout

HIGH TUNNELS

6. Tool and Equipment Storage

a.

2. Crop supplies

a.

b. Meeting

a.

Large: 36’ wide, 8-10 crop rows

a.

b. Manure spreader

c.

Classroom

b.

Med: 20’ wide, 5-7 crop rows

c.

Power tools

d. 25-100 people

c.

Small: 8’ wide, 3-4 crop rows

i.

e.

M\F restrooms

f.

Enclosures

Seeds \ bulbs \ cuttings

b. Potato, onion sets \ slips
c.

Potting \ planting soils

Handcarts (4)

Circular saw

Dining

d. Flower, tomato, vine cages

ii. Reciprocating saw \ sawz-all

e.

iii. Drills (4)

i.

iv. ﬂashlights

ii. Covered

3. Large gathering

v.

iii. Indoor, conditioned

a.

vi. chainsaw

Planting beds

Classroom

b. 25-100 people
c.

Battery charging stations (6)

d. Hand Tools

Open air

2. Small gathering

Enclosures

i.

i.

ii. Tape measures

b. Dining

iii. Screw drivers

c.

Open air

ii. Covered

Hammers

a.

Kitchen – see kitchen types
Meeting

iv. Tool belts

d. Classroom

4. Small gathering

v.

e.

10-25 people

a.

vi. Utility knives \ leatherman

f.

M\F restrooms

b. Classroom

vii. Socket sets

g. Enclosures

c.

viii. Digging bar

Meeting
10-25 people

D. Enclosures
i.

Open air

ii. Covered
iii. Three season

e.

Fasteners

i.

fence post driver

3. Office (1)

ii. post hole digger

a.

iii. fencing pliers

b. Staff meeting space

5. Garage

i.

a.

ii. Rakes

Pickup truck

(Indoor, conditioned)

Fencing tools

f. Gardening tools
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Hoses

FARMSTAND + GATEWAY

Flat and pointed spades

c.

Open plan with 4 workstations
Ofﬁce restroom

2.1.5 MATERIALS AND
PRODUCTS
This phase of the framework plan
does not contain detailed material
speciﬁcations. In general the
principle is to source as many park
and farm construction materials
from local sources, and to reuse,
recycle, and repurpose whenever
possible.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

Fig. D3 Architecture precedents for barn and farmhouse design
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2.1.6 IRRIGATION PLAN
The irrigation system will be controlled from the Barn and connected to
city water being run to the center of the farm by the city. We are assuming
a city static pressure of 75-90 psi. If available static pressure is lower than
75 psi then the system may require a booster pump to increase water
pressure. This is needed to water with the recommended overhead rotors.
If the Farm Manager can irrigate the entire farm with drip irrigation, the
static psi can be 65 psi.

mulching and planting. The overhead I25 rotors are positioned in a grid
pattern and on posts up to 10’ tall. They will be removable if needed for
working in the ﬁelds, aesthetics, security, etc. These larger I25 rotors have
a radius of 40’ to 70’ depending on the needs of the Farm Manager and
budgets. We recommend spacing the I25 rotors at 55’ in order to minimize
the amount of space taken up by the rotors and the longer life span of the
equipment. The price for these is a lot higher than the PGP rotors, which
have a maximum radius of 35’.
QUICK COUPLERS

The system is designed with a looped mainline and 2-wire system. The
looped mainline allows simple and cost-effective future additions of valves
and couplings as needed according to how the farm expands and grows.
The 2-wire system is the easiest to ﬁx if it is cut, and additional valves can
be added without running more wire.

Throughout the farm there are quick couplers to attach hoses to as needed.
This will help hand-watering, cleaning tools, washing picnic tables and
the like. There will also be a quick coupler and mainline running past the
compost piles to provide water as needed to ensure proper moisture.

ORCHARDS AND PERMACULTURE PLANTINGS

HOOP HOUSES

The irrigation of the orchards was designed with a drip system. The drip
tubing will be laid in a grid to avoid installing emitters and for ease of
maintenance. The grid will also allow any Permaculture and Food Forest
planting around the trees to receive appropriate watering. The farm
manager may prefer to have a separate valve and drip lines for the trees.
In this case we recommend an irrigation root watering tube that will water
the trees separately from the ground cover, berries, ﬂowers, shrubs or the
like.

The hoop houses have the mainline running past them so more valves can
be installed as expansion happens. The valves for the hoop houses can be
for drip and overhead spray as needed.
LEGEND:

The SE orchard has a manifold of valves at the top of the hill that can also
accommodate temporary irrigation for the native prairie sledding hill if
needed.
FIELDS

The demonstration and high production ﬁelds have a modular irrigation
system of overhead rotors and removable drip systems. The irrigation
can be customized each year depending on the crop type and location of
those crops. The planting of crops can be done within rotor zones so one
planting can be watered by one zone. This means that if some crops like
overhead rotors and other do not, the farm manager can customize the
irrigation to accommodate those crops. The ﬁelds have couplings that drip
irrigation can be attached to and then laid on the surface after soil prep,
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Pipe/Head layout is diagrammatic. Adjust head and pipe location on-site to accommodate
existing job conditions and to achieve proper coverage. This plan is for irrigation use only.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

0

50'

100'

200'

Fig. E1 Frogtown Farm Irrigation Plan
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2.1.7 OPTIONAL ELEMENTS AND FUTURE EXPANSION AREAS
Optional elements are described in Section 3.2, Community Build Projects

2.1.8 REVENUE-GENERATING FACILITIES
Several of the features proposed here for the Farm have the potential to
generate revenue directly through rental for events. These include:
BANQUET FACILITIES
Can be offered eventually in the Farm House. The design process for the Farm
House should consider this possibility and be scaled to ﬁt a market niche that
will work for the staff size of the Farm. Costs associated with these facilities
might include tables and chairs, PA equipment, and kitchen capacity. These
could also be rented as an add-on to the basic event space rental.
PICNIC / EVENT AREA
Outdoor areas around the Barn and Farm House can be rented out for group
picnics, parties and workplace events. The picturesque location and unique
character would be an important draw. The Farm should consider what other
locations in the Twin Cities would be competition for such event rentals and
distinguish its “offering” as much as possible.
AMPHITHEATER
The Amphitheater can be a major event rental space for concert performances,
graduations and weddings. The Farm should perform a pricing comparison for
similar facilities in the Twin Cities.
KITCHEN AND CLASSROOM
A Kitchen/Classroom combination could be rented out for courses that focus on

for restrooms and for major entrances and exits to the Farm. Recycling and
trash containers and pickup will be increased, depending on the type of
event. For all of these facilities, the Farm should consider the marketing
material that would be required to promote it, as well as the staff and
working capital needed to manage logistics. This is an opportunity to hire
local staff (especially youth) to manage events.

2.2 “THE FARM HUB” PROGRAM MODEL
Based on feedback from the community meeting in which the team
presented the three programming options and written comments from the
Design Advisory Committee, Frogtown Farm Board, and others, “The Farm
Hub” was selected as the program model for the Farm.
The Farm Hub is a platform for a city- and region-wide agricultural
and gardening programs that operate at the site, creating a network for
exchange of food, knowledge, ideas and culture. The Frogtown Farm
Hub boosts community assets by providing an agricultural campus
where existing initiatives and programs and partner with Frogtown. This
programming approach would create partnerships with a CSA to grow food
at the site, a marketing organization to sell it, educational organizations
to run programs and classes, farmer associations to train new farmers, and
academic and technical organizations to perform research. A community
center at the heart of the Farm serves as the hearth where conversations
between the neighborhood and partner organizations take place.
The Farm Hub introduces innovative programs, while still emphasizing
revenue generation and reducing costs through strategic partnerships.
It builds off the community’s assets and provides services and programs
deemed important to the community during the design process. Production,
sales, and education are essential components to any urban farm, but the
Farm Hub will also feature innovative programs that draw attention to
Frogtown as pioneer in urban farming.

food. The Farm House meeting room and warming kitchen should be designed
in such a way as to accommodate both banquets and educational events.

Wayﬁnding will have an increased importance in a site used for event
rentals, since many event visitors will be coming to the Farm for the ﬁrst
time. Consider the wayﬁnding experience from the moment a visitor
arrives (whether by transit, walking, biking or parking their car) to the
moment they reach their destination. Visitors also will need wayﬁnding
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Revenue generation for the project as a whole will come primarily farm
product sales, with special focus on value added products. Additionally,
income will come from event rentals, tours, garden installation and
consulting services. Initially, the outlets for the farm’s produce will be a CSA
(Frogtown currently does not have any CSA service) and restaurant sales
along the Central Corridor, which we are renaming Frogtown’s “Foodshed
Corridor” (see section 2.2.3.4). This renaming serves as a marketing tool to

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

brand Frogtown Farm as a place where the neighborhood’s food is grown
and is showcased at various restaurants along the Corridor. As a customer
base is built up through Frogtown Farm’s many on-site educational, event,
and park amenity offerings, the Farm can develop itself as an outlet for
fresh produce through a small honor-system farm stand, consolidating
offerings from its own products with those grown by its Frogtown-wide
mini-farms (some of which will be results of the Backyards to Businesses
program, see section 2.2.3.5).
The interplay between these programs, will create an urban farm that
manages to be both charismatic and pragmatic, serving local needs
while inviting wider partnerships. The three main programs accentuate
Frogtown Farm’s place at the center of the new food economy and culture
of Frogtown, and reinforce each other as unique models for managing a
public farm and creating social and economic impact.
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2.2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Farm Hub structure will rely on an active and engaged Board of Directors
and empowered Executive Director. Throughout 2014 the BoD and ED will
hold conversations with potential partner organizations, determining
whose programs, approaches, and values are compatible with the goals and
mission of Frogtown Farm. These regular meetings should be included in
both budget and ED time allocations. Programs will roll out depending on
the budgetary constraints and prioritization determined by the BoD and

ED in consultation with the Community Engagement Coordinator (CEC).
Offering a set space on the BoD for a rotating community representative will
(in addition to the community voices channeled through the CEC) ensure
that new programs and the partners providing them are suiting the needs
of the neighborhood. A similar seat should be offered to a representative
from the Recreation and Parks Department as to ensure ongoing seamless
communication.

3.
1.

5.

2.

4.

Fig. E3 Frogtown Farm organizational structure timeline
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FROGTOWN FARM HUB

GTOWN FARM HUB

AND FARM, JANUARY 4, 2014

The Farm is a platform for a city- and region-wide agricultural and gardening programs that operate
at the site, creating a network for exchange of food, knowledge, ideas and culture. The Frogtown
ASSET BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Farm Hub boosts community assets by providing an agricultural campus where existing initiatives
and programs and partner with Frogtown. This programming approach would create partnerships
with a CSA to grow food at the site, a marketing organization to sell it, educational organizations
to run programs and classes, farmer associations to train new farmers, and academic and technical
organizations to perform research. A community center at the heart of the Farm serves as the
hearth where conversations between the neighborhood and partner organizations take place.
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Fig. E4 Farm Hub Organizational Model
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2.2.1.1 Community Ownership

2.2.1.3 Farm Manager

There is a strong interest on the part of the current Frogtown Farm BoD
and the design team to develop ways to create true community ownership
of the Farm. Although the property itself is and will remain owned by
Saint Paul (within its Recreation and Parks Department), there are various
mechanisms being considered (including shares, sweat equity, alternative
currencies, etc) to ensure that the community closest and most connected
to the farm (its users, beneﬁciaries, and active supporters) maintains a say
in how the farm develops. Community ownership, built this way, would
prevent any unwanted development of the site in the future, and ensure
the Farm’s beneﬁts.

The Farm Manager has the crucial role of keeping the farm running and
healthy. The Manager must be able to manage the physical assets of the
farm, with a particular focus on the soil, but also be ready to coordinate
programming and people-related issues with the Executive Director and
other staff.

2.2.1.2 Board of Directors
The Board of Directors will continue to set the vision and mission of the
Farm, as well as be an important resource for making connections to
other community organizations, and for fundraising efforts in support
of the Farm. The Board’s highest-level connection to the community is
that it oversees (with the Executive Director) the Community Engagement
program. The Board also liaises with the City of Saint Paul, as it is the legal
body leasing the Farm site from the City.
Certain funders and nonproﬁts will have ongoing relationships with the
Farm, such as the Trust for Public Land (see 2.2.1.7) which the Board will
continue to cultivate. It may be appropriate to designate individual Board
members who are primarily responsible for each of these relationships
so that the majority of the relationships do not reside in a single Board
member, and so that the work of maintaining these working relationships
can be spread out.

This requires clear delineation of responsibilities between the ED, the Farm
Manager, and other staff (like the Facilities Manager). The Farm Manager
will primarily be responsible for implementing production-related tasks
like crop planning, planting, soil amending, weeding, harvesting, pest
management, post-harvest handling, etc.
The Farm Manager will also be responsible for maintaining communication
and coordinating with the Farm’s non-production programs, such as
educational programs that use the farm site, research programs that
incorporate production (through the Urban FarmLab), and facilities rentals
(run by the Facilities Manager). This role will also involve being one of the
faces of the Farm - inviting people to be engaged with and serving as a key
spokesperson for the Farm’s goals, its vision, and methods.

2.2.1.4 Executive Director
The Executive Director must be prepared to fundraise extensively, from
individuals, from local, state, and national governments, and together
with partner organizations. Because it will not be until the 4th or 5th year
of the Farm’s operation that the entire set of envisioned programs are
operational, they also must be able to manage a complex set of programs
in progress.
The ED should be also be attentive to the evolving and sometimes
contradictory needs of the community, and be ready to both listen to
concerns and justify decisions when decisions must be made within a
context of conﬂicting desires. Lastly, the Executive Director must be capable
of managing and troubleshooting programs in partnership, including
leading collective impact and developmental evaluation processes (see
section 2.2.4), as partnerships will fulﬁl the bulk of the Farm’s goals.
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2.2.1.5 Community Engagement

2.2.1.6 City of Saint Paul Parks and Recreation

As the farm moves into implementation phase (2014 and beyond), the
Farm must remain engaged with the community, and vice-versa. The
ﬁrst ﬁve years of the Farm are tentative years, when revenue generating
programs are being tested for viability, and the community beneﬁts
expected from various programs are emerging (or not). As such, Frogtown
Farm will continue its efforts to reach out and speak to, and hear from, the
community.

The City of Saint Paul’s Parks and Recreation Department is an extremely
important working partner for the Farm. Besides the ongoing operations
and maintenance that both the Farm and P&R entities will share, the
development of new physical infrastructure throughout the Park and Farm
will inevitably be a collaborative effort between the two organizations.
Ideally, Frogtown Farm and P&R are in a long-term, collaborative
relationship which will require cooperation, occasional compromise and
mutual trust. Those qualities have begun to be successfully established
during the planning and design process, but like any relationship, keeping
them up requires constant effort.

Growing the Community Ambassador program
One way this will be institutionalized in the Farm Hub program model
is that Community Ambassadors who have shown particular passion
and commitment to the project will expand their role in the Farm. This
means that CAs might become part of the farm’s educator staff and/or
manage the farm’s community engagement programs. The CAs will be
responsible for maintaining a solid connection between the farm and
the community, and through this process to become leaders—at the
farm and in the community.
Speciﬁcally, the Frogtown Farm organization will maintain a crew of
Community Ambassadors to regularly attend public events, canvass
the neighboring residents adjacent the farm, host listening sessions,
and be available to hear emerging concerns about the implementation
of the Farm’s programs. Importantly, the CAs will also be the prime
outreach workers for the Farm’s public events and programs as they
roll out, by handing out ﬂyers, doing outreach along the University
corridor, and presenting about the events at the previously-identiﬁed
community hub locations (cafes, churches, schools, community centers,
etc).
Community groups and residents
Community groups and residents will continue to be part of the
farm’s roll out, through the Community Ambassador program and
independently. By hosting space to have events and celebrations,
the Farm will be a location where residents come together. Through
interaction with the staff of the Farm (especially its initial facilities,
education, production, and sales programs), community groups and
residents will have the opportunity to learn about the Farm and offer
suggestions for its improvement.

Kathleen Anglo, landscape architect at the City of Saint Paul, has been
the lead designer coordinating with Frogtown Farm. Because landscape
architects at the City usually remaining with the projects they design, the
Farm will likely continue to have Kathleen as the main contact there. If
she should ever leave this position or no longer be the point person for the
site, the Farm should ensure another lead contact is established and invest
time to provide continuity with that successor. It is important that there be
a landscape architect as this point of contact (in addition to maintenance
staff) so that the intent of design decisions carry forward.
In addition to this main design and project management contact, the Farm
will establish contacts for operations and maintenance. It is important to
build relationships between the P&R’s maintenance staff and the Farm
Manager since their responsibilities will overlap on a regular basis.

2.2.1.7 Trust for Public Land
The Trust for Public Land (TPL) has been a critical partner through the
brokering of the land acquisition that allowed the founding of the Farm,
as well as providing substantial initial support for the Farm and Park
build-out. There is an opportunity for the Farm to continue to build their
relationship with TPL by involving it in the ongoing strategic decisions
the Farm makes. This may open up additional opportunities for funding
and program development, as well as organizational development through
the experience the Trust has built through its many projects across the
country.
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2.2.2 CORE PROGRAMS
Core Programs are those that are the most basic to the success of the Farm.
These include two Internal Programs (facilities management and farm tour
organization), which are aspects that Frogtown Farm the organization
will itself be responsible for. The other three program areas (education,
production, and sales/distribution) may be done either in partnership or by
Frogtown Farm itself, depending on the development process pursued by
the BoD, ED, and community. The design team has included these program
areas for convenience in section 2.2.3 below, on Partner Programs, as they
believe that the programs will most likely begin on a good foot if done in
partnership.

2.2.2.1 Facilities Management
Facilities management deals with all the physical infrastructure of the
farm: lighting and electricity, pathways, benches and picnic tables, water
lines, etc. It must be in place as soon as the Farm is constructed. Managing
this aspect of the Farm will be a revenue sink for Frogtown Farm until year
three or four, when the Farm Tours and other revenue-generating programs
will grow to support these essential operations of the Farm. There is the
possibility that grant funding could eventually make this work part of a job
training program, but the Farm will want a consistent staff member to be
in charge of these essential components.

2.2.2.2 Farm Tours
Guided tours are a cornerstone of the Farm experience. Farm tours build
interest in the Farm and create an initial contact point for visitors, the
curious, new volunteers and those who will become the lifeblood of the
Farm in the future. It is therefore important to offer tours regularly and as
frequently as resources allow from the very beginning (even when there
is “not much to show”) because the results of the visits may take months
or years to come to fruition. For many people a tour will establish their
strongest impression of the Farm.
A tour guide corps managed by the Farm Manager and/or the Executive
Director should be established in Year 1 of the Farm (see Section 3.2.1 for
more on phasing of tours). Tour guides should be trained by taking tours
themselves at least once with each of the other guides. This process will
offer an opportunity for dialog and story-sharing between guides. Stories
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form an important part of the tour experience, and the continuity of these
stories forms part of the oral history of the Farm. Elements of the tour
might include ecology, botany, farm design, farming practices, social fabric,
weather, crop knowledge, play, geology and technology.
Because Frogtown Farm has an exemplary story as a community urban
farm and is envisioned as a model and destination, it is likely that a large
number of local and non-local organizations like schools and workplaces
will request tours. Establishing a clear and organized procedure for
scheduling tours will be important for sustaining these relationships over
the long term. Tour times can be posted on the Farm website, and a regular
schedule will ease the demands of visitors requesting special access,
especially when the Farm Manager’s time becomes increasingly busy with
production tasks.
Tour guiding is an ideal early volunteer task because it can be broken
up into short time commitments. The Farm, through the Community
Ambassador program, should reach out to a diverse volunteer pool for
tour guides that include a variety of ages, incomes, language skills, and
cultural backgrounds. Guides can also be paired up for training those who
may take longer to become conﬁdent with the task. Likewise, outreach
to those who take the tours should be diverse: private sector companies
will be interested in tours as team-building and learning experiences for
their workforce; local students will participate for classes; urban farmers
may visit to compare practices and design; private individuals may visit to
simply broaden their daily experience.
The Executive Director and the Farm Manager should write an outline
or script for tours that include the most important facts to share, and
update the guide annually to reﬂect major accomplishments, events, and
changing priorities. The enthusiasm, knowledge and optimism shown by
the guides will become the “face” of Frogtown Farm, so cultivating these
characteristics is an important task of the Farm leadership.
A log of people and organizations who have taken tours should be recorded
for potential grant reporting and evaluation purposes, as it will illuminate
the reach of the Farm and the social connections between diverse people
that it has helped form. Data such as hometown, afﬁliation, age, and work
discipline from a guest book can help to tell the Farm’s story through the
people it has reached, and paint a vivid picture of the visitorship to the
Farm that can inform future grants and partnerships.
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2.2.3 PARTNER PROGRAMS
The process of lining up partner programs starts with identifying partner
organizations (some which the design team has listed here) based on three
factors: their missions are aligned with the Farm’s; they are ﬁnancially
stable and independent; and they are able to commit to at least one year
of programming. Ideally, partnerships will last as long as they serve the
organizations’ mutual missions, but a year of trial is key to ensure that
the partnership is a good match. The ED will further consider and decide
on other important partner criteria for the particular program (education,
farming, sales). If no organization can be found or lined up that meets the
criteria, FF may decide to pursue the program as an Internal program.

2.2.3.2 Education
Education is clearly one of the most important aspects to the Farm.
Education includes everything from the most informal gathering of
gardeners discussing seed varieties, to organized workshops on farming
topics, to the use of the site for kitchen-related or food systems-wide classes
(it also carries into the Urban Farm Lab programs described in section
2.2.3.5). There are many local groups and organizations that already are
implementing food system and gardening curriculum, therefore the design
team promoted the idea that these programs be begun in partnership.
Down the line, as the Farm solidiﬁes its organizational structure and
ﬁnancial management, these programs could transition into being run by
the Farm itself.
Youth education
Youth education programs will be run in partnership with Youth Farm
and Market, Urban Roots, and the Science Museum. Programs will be
focused on sharing skills with Frogtown youth in farming/gardening,
science, cooking, nutrition, and community organizing, with an
emphasis on active leadership development by building on existing
programs like Youth Farm’s PROJECT LEAD, where youth participants
learn to become peer educators. Through Frogtown Farm’s youth
program Frogtown youth will become active leaders in their community
and educators of youth from other neighborhoods as well.
Adult education
Adult education programs will be run in partnership with the
Permaculture Resource Institute (PRI) and its Urban Farmer

Certiﬁcation program. Other potential partners include Hmong
American Farmers Association, Ramsey County Master Gardeners,
and Gardening Matters. The education will be focused on providing
opportunities for Frogtown residents with varying levels of experience
and language needs to learn organic, sustainable, locally-appropriate
farming and gardening techniques. This program will also organize to
provide opportunities for education among peers by current residents
who are already experienced, knowledgeable gardeners, and intercultural education between the diverse members of the Frogtown
gardening community. Lastly, the education program will set up
opportunities for Community Ambassadors and emerging/new Farm
staff members to learn the skills necessary to run a working farm.
The educational programs will develop Frogtown Farm’s staff’s
own capacity to grow food and provide environmental education
experiences, as well as train residents from across the Twin Cities
in food growing techniques. These educational partnership will be
designed to be revenue-neutral for Frogtown Farm, while providing
free or low-cost options for Frogtown residents to learn farming skills
hands-on. Once Frogtown Farm’s staff members are well trained
in farming and education roles, the adult education element might
be transitioned into being run by Frogtown Farm itself, for a slight
increase in Frogtown Farm’s revenue.
Arts education
Arts was a desired element for many residents during the design
process. At every point in the development of the Farm, there will be
opportunities for residents, children and adults, to contribute art
to the site, and to take classes and workshops in art-related skills.
Potential partners include the Center for Hmong Arts and Talent, and
Springboard for the Arts.

2.2.3.3 Production
Food production, the most essential component to any farm, will start
in 2014 on a small scale, but in earnest in 2015. This will either be done
in partnership with expert farming practitioners like Stone’s Throw
Urban Farm, Hmong American Farmers Association, or Minnesota Food
Association, or by a Farm Manager hired independently by the Executive
Director. Production will grow every year, according to the capacity of
Frogtown Farm or its production program partner, within a focus on and
concern for building soil fertility and community involvement.
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2.2.3.4 Sales and Distribution
“Foodshed Corridor”
The marketing end of Frogtown Farm will focus on the Central Corridor/
University Ave area. Like Frogtown, the Central Corridor is an urban area
that is struggling to deﬁne and improve itself. It has an amazing number
of small businesses, some of which sell healthy food and some of which do
not. Renaming the Central Corridor as Frogtown’s “Foodshed Corridor,”
Frogtown Farm will solidify its lead role in provision not only of local
organic produce, but also of concepts that unify community leaders,
politicians, and urban planners around the importance of an integrated
“Foodshed.”
Through partnerships with the city, the Corridor’s “food footprint” could be
calculated, and realistic assessments of how much of this could be grown
locally could be produced (providing concrete goals for both Frogtown
Farm and the neighborhood). At the same time, policy changes allowing
for the collection and composting of waste from the Corridor would be
pursued, promoting the importance of a symbiosis between the Corridor
and the Farm, and innovating a closed loop food/waste system as yet
unseen in the Twin Cities.
This program will make the link between economic development, farm
yields, healthy food choices, government involvement and support, and
strong sense of place. Frogtown Farm’s revenue and visibility will increase
as the Farm’s productive capacity grows year-to-year, both onsite and as
it develops satellite farms through the Backyards to Businesses program
(see 2.2.3.6).

2.2.3.5 Urban FarmLab
Included at Frogtown Farm in both the program and site design is an
innovation lab geared to produce novel tools and social technologies that
help urban farmers. Through partnerships with local universities and the
Science Museum, speciﬁc design problems of Frogtown Farm, and urban
farmers in general, will be researched, solutions developed and tested,
outcomes marketed and shared. Sample questions include: can we make
seed sowing tools that ﬁt diverse volunteer sizes and ages? What add-ons
do small-row farmers need for their walk-behind cultivators? How can we
organize urban farms to be input-efﬁcient? How can urban farms combine
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efforts more effectively? What are the most lucrative specialty items to
grow in the summer?
With a research and development focus, the Urban FarmLab ensures that tool
purchases at Frogtown Farm will be evaluated in terms of how speciﬁcally
they address local conditions. If a tool doesn’t address those conditions,
the Farm will call for an open and/or internal inventor challenge: to invent,
hack, or modify the tool until it does ﬁt local conditions. Similarly, with
the help of research partners in the social sciences, organizational and
social initiatives of Frogtown Farm will be based in the best information
gathered. The Urban FarmLab would promote itself as a national (or at
least regional) incubator for people, tools and ideas -- “If you want to test
a new tool, technology, or idea, spend a year at Frogtown.”
This program would need two years to incubate in order to secure
appropriate amounts of partnership funding, but would put Frogtown Farm
on the map as a place where individuals and communities collaborate to
come up with solutions. This program would require outside funding, which
would be sought through partnerships with established research entities
like University of Minnesota, Macalester College, Dunwoody College, and
the Science Museum. As such, the Urban FarmLab program will be revenue
neutral for Frogtown Farm.

2.2.3.6 Backyards to Business program
Frogtown Farm’s role as a food hub, anchored by its educational programs,
will be monetized through the Backyards to Businesses (B2B) program. The
Farm’s education programs will help residents develop their farming skills,
and when graduates of those program then take their farming activities off
site, the B2B program will provide support and development so that these
off site farmers can become part of Frogtown Farm’s food production and
distribution circuits, creating a source of revenue for Frogtown Farm and
income for residents.
B2B will provide training support, and once graduates become Frogtown
Farm certiﬁed (with regards to soil testing, pest protection, food safety and
post-harvest handling) they will become eligible to sell through Frogtown
Farm’s market outlets. In this way, marketing costs will be minimized,
and consistency in product quality will be guaranteed. Interested Backyard
Farmers will contribute to the value-add products being created at
Frogtown Farm, and Frogtown Farm will serve as the cleaning and packing
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station, commercial kitchen, and storage and distribution hub. These B2B
mini-farms will form an important though not huge physical contributor
to the produce generated through Frogtown Farm, but also will form a
signiﬁcant cultural addition—an invitation to the community that allows
anyone to “grow for” the Frogtown Farm brand.
Not all participants in the education programs will be required to produce
for B2B and FF’s market outlets, but the programs will be designed to
encourage highly productive plots in empty lots, and back and front yards
around Frogtown. For this aspect, Frogtown Farm’s Backyard Farmers
program will work with other efforts to green Frogtown and increase its
food growing capacity, including Frogtown Green.

2.2.3.7 Artist-in-Residence (AIR)
Agriculture is an artistic practice, and Frogtown Farm is an opportunity to
recognize and embrace the integration of art and agriculture by bringing
artists artists onto the farm through an Artist-in-Residence program. The
artists could work daily on the Farm on their own projects, coordinating
with the Farm Manager and the Executive Director through regular
meetings. Their application to the program should state what interests or
project they would develop while at the Farm, but once accepted, should
enjoy a wide amount of latitude to implement their project as they wish.
Selection criteria for AiR should be developed by the Executive Director
and the Board. Typical evaluation criteria might include:
• The Artist’s past body of work
• The potential for an AiR at Frogtown to enhance the artist’s
development and provide unique opportunities for growth of
practice
• The Artist’s experience and interest in Farming
• A unique point of view, life experience, or questions that the Artist
brings to an AiR at Frogtown
• The Artist’s interest and capacity to engage with members of the
community
• The Artist’s project proposal:
• Does it have the potential to beneﬁt the long-term
development of the Farm and the capacity of its community?
• Is it aligned with the Farm’s mission, vision and values?
• Does it challenge accepted knowledge in a constructive and
meaningful way?

An optional program that can be developed on the Farm, the Frogtown
Farm Artist-in-Residence would be expected to physically work on the
farm or work toward improving the farm for a speciﬁc amount of time
per week during their stay. In some cases residents may have a particular
skill-set which they could use to create a public program. For instance a
naturalist resident could teach an edible plant identiﬁcation course, or
a mindfulness practitioner could lead a series of meditation exercises or
self-as-healer classes. Residents would be asked to present their artwork
or ﬁeld research either in a formal lecture setting or through a hands-on
project with the public in the Farm House. In this way the Farm would also
become a cultural hub.
To develop the Artist-in-Residence, Board members and the Executive
Director should work together to develop a program brief and solicit input
from core stakeholders (Farm Manager, Community Ambassadors, etc.). A
speciﬁc grant (ideally multi-year) to support the program could be pursued.
Speciﬁcs of the program might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length of the AiR
Required meetings and presentations
Required documentation of work at the Farm
Partnerships available with local arts and educational institutions
Institutional support provided to the AiR
Exact funding provided to the AiR

Once building infrastructure is available, the AiR may potentially reside on
the Farm during his or her stay. Various design and zoning challenges may
need to be solved for a Farm residence to be possible (see section XXX).
In the interim, the Farm might secure housing at a neighborhood home
through a fee available to the owners, through the grant that supports the
AIR.
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2.2.4 DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION AND COLLECTIVE IMPACT
Developmental Evaluation is the process of collecting data on each program
in real-time as much as possible in order to learn and adjust strategies on
a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. This evaluation process is intended
to deal well with complex work with unpredictable outcomes. It allows fast
learning so adjustments to strategies can be made mid-stream as learning
from trial efforts is collected. The adjustments allow for the goals to be
strived for without being stuck on a single path or direction to achieve
the goal if it is not working as planned. Minnesota has great resources
for helping implement a developmental evaluation plan at the University
of Minnesota and at consulting ﬁrms specializing in Developmental
Evaluation.
Collective Impact is a strategic approach to working with partners to impact
goals that would impact the entire Frogtown food system. Frogtown Farm
can act as the Backbone Organization to the impact across the community
to ensure wealth and health creation. To effectively make Collective
Impact work, Frogtown Farms will need
1. Common Agenda: described through a process of consensus-building
around the key goals of the Farm. The design team helped start this
with the community, but a shared governance structure will require
further communication with stakeholder organizations to deﬁne well
the expected outcomes.
2. Agreed-upon, Shared measurement of outcomes: the organizations
decide together what the collective goals (impacts) are for the
community, and how each organization can do work to help achieve
them. It is important to agree how these will be measured, in order
that the involved participants in management can be held mutually
accountable, and that the project is allowed to change to improve
impact, in a way that makes sense to all. Frogtown tracks the overall
goals of wealth and health in the community through the food system.
Each organization tracks the goals they can create toward the overall
goal.
a. Measurements can empower and excite the stakeholders to
take action.
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3. Mutually reinforcing forms of action: a diverse group of stakeholders
can work together, not by requiring that all participants do the same
thing, but by encouraging each participant to undertake the speciﬁc set
of activities at which it excels in a way that supports and is coordinated
with the actions of others. Frogtown Farm, and its associates, must ﬁnd
the appropriate roles for each to carry out the educational, farming,
infrastructure management, ﬁnancial management, outreach,
liasioning, and other needs of the project.
a. How to coordinate those efforts. Is the ED the conductor of the
efforts and how they compliment the collective impact goals?
b. What is the technology and measurement capturing? What are
project management needs to coordinate this effort?
4. Constant and Continuous Communication: Meetings of high-level
members of associated groups (directors, for example), on a regular/
at least monthly basis, for a long time, and preferably with external
facilitation (or neutral party facilitation) are necessary to create
the common agenda and measurement rubrics. The importance of
regularity and consistency cannot be overstated, as trust is the essential
component of successful collective impact efforts.
a. Is it a neutral party, who is that? Why are they invested in the
goals? Is this the community board of directors or a community
council of some sort?
b. How does this get designed to ensure it helps work get done vs.
adding more work and bogging down progress?
5. Backbone/support organization: this may be the most difﬁcult
challenge for FF. A backbone organization must be solely dedicated
to coordinating between groups, and must be seen by all members as
a neutral party without its own interests being pushed into the center
of deliberations based on its central role or charismatic personalities.
The backbone must provide facilitation, communications support, data
collection and reporting, and handle the logistical and administrative
details needed for the farm to function smoothly. At the least, they are
project manager, data manager, and facilitator for the project.
a. There is a Collective Impact on-line tool for tracking all the
work, progress, individual and organizational goals, etc. It
allows anyone involved to see progress, update their work,
provide a dashboard of impact, timelines, etc that make it very
easy to track everything. Funding would need to be found to
purchase a monthly
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3.1 PHASING AND COST RANGES
The farm framework plan described above is intended to be the the
culmination of a multi-year build out process. Below we outline a potential
phasing strategy which identiﬁes what elements of the plan may come
about when.
Pricing conceptual designs is an imprecise process, and should be
considered a rough guide of the money needed to build out certain
elements. The budget ranges are listed as contract price for a materials and
a Union Contractor to install. This should be most helpful in anticipating
needs for fundraising and planning. Of course, if allowed the cost to install
elements in the landscape could be cheaper using different materials,
volunteer labor, etc., but we recommend using a construction manager if
using cheaper unskilled labor for installing. This is the best way to ensure
successful installation of expensive materials, and keeping maintenance
costs down.
There are no speciﬁcations on materials, so we’ve made rough suggestions
of the quantity and type of material to base the numbers on. Each element
has ﬂexibility in the material and labor depending on the design and
construction drawings in the future. The trees speciﬁcally are priced
with pretty large trees to create good atmosphere and production quickly
compared to small bare-root trees.
To use the pricing below, make sure the material called out is understood
in form and function. Identify how much of the element you will install
(100 square feet of path, 50 trees, etc), and use the per square foot, per tree,
etc. price to calculate the price for installing phases of the project. This
will allow you to create adjusted phased pricing as needed, or for scenario
planning. Again, these are rough estimates that should be repriced after
more detail is designed.

3.1.1 YEAR 1 - ESTABLISH THE BASIC FRAMEWORK
The intent for year one is to establish the basic backbone infrastructure
and utilities for the site and to establish interium uses on site such as the
soil building program and temporary uses for the future build out phases.
Year one may include:
• Site grading
• Tree pruning and removal if neccesary
• Vehicular access and parking area
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Pathways
Entry signage
Lighting
Crosswalks (in coordination with St. Paul Public Works?)
Composting and Soil building including cover crops
Temporary amenities in farm center such as picnic tables, benches
and tempoary planting areas.

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS OF PROBABLE COST
ITEM

BUDGET

Gravel Pathways and Courtyard - 33,420 square feet of
paths., 475 Cubic Yards (CY) of Class 2 Crushed Aggregate
Path , 4” depth.

$35,000 $45,000

Pathways and Courtyard Edge Material. - 4,245 linear feet of
4” steel landscape edger. Add minimum $33,000 to edge all
sides of the aggregate

$33,000 +

Deep Rip of Soil - 16 Hours with big machine Union
operator.

$5,000 $6,500

Soil Amendments - 800 CY compost and micronutrients,
spreading materials and 2 tillings

$39,000 –
$43,000

Cover Crop Seeding - 3 acres of Cover Crop Seed Area. Budget depends on the seed and equipment used. Price again
according to the seeding the farm manager needs for the
soill

$13,000 $16,000

Mainline, Quick Couplers, Controller - These elements are
the base essentials of the system that will allow valves
to be installed anywhere on the site depending on farm
needs and project phasing. The mainline and wire is looped
and 2-wire so it can be added to as needed. The six quick
couples will allow water to be accessed with a hose or
temporary drip zone in year one.

$35,000 $42,000.

Modular Drip Couplings, Agricultural Drip Tape.- This budget
is VERY much worst case price. This is the price IF the entire
3 acres was covered in drip irrigation at the same time with
drip line placed every 12” apart. This is not likely given the
ﬁelds may have raised beds, pathways, areas with no drip,
etc.

$64,000 $68,000 total
$.48 - $.52 /
square foot
$21,333 $22,666 / acre.

The drip line for in the ﬁelds is called Hydrogol, supplied by John Deere Water.
It’s heavy duty drip line used in large farm applications to to its durability and
lightweight. It will last for 10 years, and be easy to move around the ﬁelds
and store for the winter.
Irrigation - Refer to the Irrigation Design plan and narrative in section 2.1.6
for number of valves and quick couplers, coverage areas, locations of quick
couplers, mainline, orchard drip system, modular drip valves, and the logic of
the plan elements.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

Fig. F1 Frogtown Farm Phased Plan : Year 1
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3.1.2 YEAR 2 - INVITE PUBLIC ACCESS
The intent for year two is to build upon the basic infrastructure established
in year one and to introduce some farm and park program areas.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barn /toolshed packing house
Public Restroom
Two high tunnels
Establish on site tree nursery
Establish fruit tree orchard in Field 2
Play Area in Field 2
Ampitheater
Nature based play area and embankment slide
Continue composting soil building, ﬁelds 2 and 3 in cover crop
Field 1 in vegetable production
Farm Stand

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS OF PROBABLE COST

YEAR 2
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ITEM

BUDGET

Courtyard Trees - 4” diameter trunk, balled and burlapped
(BB)

$19,000$23,000

Edge Orchards along ﬁeld pathways - 120 Edge Orchard
Trees - size #25 pot. This does not include ground covers,
shrubs, vines, etc. for a Permaculture planting.

$35,000 $38,000

Amphitheatre Seating and Stage - Orchard and Courtyard
Trees Drip System. This system is placed under the mulch
system at 12” on center across the entire planting area under the trees to accommodate Permaculture plantings.

$31,000
-$35,000
Or $.89 - $1.00
/ square foot.

Irrigation - Orchard and Courtyard Trees Drip System. This
system is placed under the mulch system at 12” on center
across the entire planting area under the trees to accommodate Permaculture plantings.

$31,000
-$35,000
Or $.89 - $1.00
/ square foot.
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3.1.3 YEAR 3 - BUILD UPON SUCCESS
•
•
•

3.1.4 YEAR 4 - BARN-RAISING

Farm Plaza
Kids, Kitchen, and demonstration gardens in Field 2
Fruit trees planted in Southeast

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS OF PROBABLE COST
ITEM

BUDGET

SE Orchard - 40 EA SE Orchard Trees - size #25 pot

$11,000 13,000

Meadow Grass Natural Area - 1 AC Meadow Grass Seed Area

$7,000 $12,000

Irrigation - Orchard and Courtyard Trees Drip System. This
system is placed under the mulch system at 12” on center
across the entire planting area under the trees to accommodate Permaculture plantings.

$31,000
-$35,000
Or $.89 - $1.00
/ square foot.

YEAR 3

In year four, most of the major park and farm framework elements may
be complete. We envision that this may be year to complete the barn and
farmhouse structure which is likely to be a costly element.
• Barn and Farmhouse
• All ﬁelds in production

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS OF PROBABLE COST
˜ e cost of the barn building is TBD and will be completed in a future
phase of work.
˜ e above is a conceptual phasing plan and budget and intended to provide
a roadmap and to provide targets for fundraising and coordination with
City Agencies.

YEAR 4
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3.2 COMMUNITY-BUILD PROJECTS
Several of the structures and site features in this framework lend
themselves well to being community-built, or partially community-built,
projects. That means that neighbors can participate in the construction,
depending on their skill level and regular time available. The beneﬁts of
community-build are enormous. Whether the help is volunteer or paid,
when it comes from within the community there is an opportunity for local
wealth creation, personal growth, greater ownership, stewardship and
connection between individuals through the process. Whenever possible,
the contribution of the local community should be considered ﬁrst when
building on and developing the Farm site.
However, in order to create infrastructure successfully using community
labor, the Farm leadership should carefully consider several factors for the
project under consideration:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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What skills will it take?
Which skills can be easily taught during the process, and which
require participants to bring them to the project? Where are there
opportunities for horizontal teaching (peer to peer), and where are
there opportunities for vertical teaching (expert to novice)?
Are there parts of the project that are best left to professionals
because of the level of skill, hazard, or equipment involved? Are
there professionals in Frogtown who can deliver it?
Can the project be broken up into simultaneous workstreams with
different skill levels to maintain a high level of progress and action?
Where are there opportunities for different age groups and physical
abilities to contribute?
Are there community members with special cultural skills who can
contribute (ceramics, adobe, specialized carpentry, etc.)
What are the safety risks involved? What tasks must be performed
by skilled workers, without distraction?
Who will be in charge ...of the design? ...of delivering the
construction? ...of volunteers? ...of safety? Clear assignment of
responsibility can be empowering to all involved.
What will be the most visible parts of the project that people can
point to later, and say I did that? Even a small aspect of a project
can be community-build, especially if it is highly visible.
How long will it take?

•

When and how to people plug into the action? Is work drop-in, or
does it require orientation? What are the different types of tasks
appropriate to someone coming for her ﬁrst, ﬁfth, or ﬁftieth time?

With any construction project, focus is important and can be achieved in a
couple of ways. Work can be focused in time (big build days), where a swarm
of people accomplishes a lot in a short period (such as a barn raising). For
these focused times, a lot of prior organization and planning is critical, as
is a clear line of responsibility and oversight of the process. These events
may even require training sessions beforehand for those participating.
A second way to focus is with a regular and predictable effort towards a
goal over time. Examples of this might include grading by hand, expanding
or improving existing infrastructure like irrigation, fences, or paths. For
tasks such as these, regular work days can be established that have similar
goals and rules, and require less training and oversight, or can be overseen
in smaller groups. These kinds of projects lend themselves to drop-in work.
Below are several projects that can (and should) incorporate communitybuild for either parts or the whole, with some notes about what to consider
for each.
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3.2.1 BARN-RAISING

3.2.3 FARM STAND

By employing either reclaimed timbers from deconstructed barns, or
by purchasing a complete deconstructed barn to rebuild on site, the act
of building can be a community event and an educational component.
Timber framing building trades have long been a tradition in many
agrarian societies. The knowledge of this building was always passed
down through generations and through the act of barn raising. These
barn raisings involved building bents, which are structural bays that are
assembled on the ground and then hoisted vertically by several members
of the the community.

The farm stand is a small, free standing structure. It may or may not
need utility connections depending upon the ﬁnal design. The basic
requirements for a farm stand are to provide shelter and cover for farm
products and visitors to the farm stand. A more elaborate farm stand
may require utility connections to power lighting refrigreration and cash
register.

While the main farmhouse, which will have more building code
constraint, may not lend itself to communal building, any of the other
structures, including the barn itself, may become part of a building arts
educational program.

3.2.2 PUBLIC ART AND SITE FURNITURE
Each element of the farm and park infrastructure is an opportunity for
creative innovation. We view the entire site as a kind of art piece, a work
in progress. Through partnerships with local artists and educational;
institutions, many elements of the farm infrastructure can provide
learning opportunities and the chance to create something totally unique
to this farm and this community.
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3.2.4 AMPHITHEATER / BANDSHELL
While the mass grading for the amphitheater is planned to be done
during the Public Works site construction in 2014, ﬁne grading of the
amphitheater and the construction of benches or seating, rockwork,
steps, handrails, stage or bandshell and other amenities is well-suited
to community-build. Skills that could be taught include: surveying,
landscape design, carpentry, masonry. An example of a community-built
bandshell is the Panhandle Bandshell, designed by Rebar in 2008 [Figure
F2].

Fig. F2 Panhandle Bandshell, Panhandle Park and Fort Mason Center, San Francisco, CA Summer, 2007 Rebar Group
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3.2.5 OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
The entire site is conceived of as a learning environment however, some
speciﬁc areas are better suited for lecture, workshop, and discussion type
of interactions. We had envisioned a teaching pavilion in the northeast
corner of the site where visitors could look over the entire farm and be
surrounded by the ﬁelds and forest.

3.2.6 PIZZA OVEN
The hearth of the site can, at Frogtown Farm, be both symbolic and
functional. This hearth, becomes the place in the middle of the site, the
spot where all things radiate, where the warmth of a ﬁre exists, and where
food is prepared.

Outdoor kitchens and classrooms
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3.3 RELEVANT CODE AND ORDINANCES
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES
ZONING REVIEW - CURRENT CONDITIONS
946 Minnehaha Avenue West
Saint Paul, MN 55104
Parcel Size: 12.7 Acres
Current Districts: I1 Industrial \ RM2 Residential Multi-Family
ZONING RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended, prior to construction of any buildings, that a site plan
meeting be held with Anton Jerve, Kathleen Anglo, a member of Public
Works, the architect of record, and a representative of Frogtown Farm.
Given the site’s scale and scope, it is recommended that Frogtown Farm
present a site proposal for discussion with representatives from the city to
determine the most appropriate approach for determining its new zoning
classiﬁcations.
•

•

Potential Districts: RM2 - Conditional Use
New Park District - Conditional Use
IR, I2 – Light Industrial – Conditional Use
B1-B3 – Business Districts – Conditional Use
Primary Contacts Anton Jerve – Planning and Economic Development
Kathleen Anglo – Parks and Recreation
TBD – Public Works

CURRENT ZONING AMENDMENTS URBAN AGRICULTURE STUDY
Chapter 65 Section 65.515 - Changing from Florist to Farmer’s Market
• Subsection B: zoning approval must include number of vendors with
contact information for a designated market director
• Subsection C: a conditional use permit is required for more than 5
vendors
• Subsection F: sales are limited to 2 days per week from 7am-7pm
• Section 65.771 Agriculture
• Subsection A: approval must include location of all growing plots,
sheds, structures, fencing ,and contact information for a site manager,
as well as a soil lead test showing less than 100 parts per million
• Subsection B: a conditional use permit is required for any agricultural
use greater than one acre
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•
•

Subsection D: animals are prohibited except ﬁsh and bees
Subsection E: The use shall control odor, dust, erosion, lighting, noise,
and comply with city nuisance standards.

OTHER APPLICABLE ZONING ORDINANCE CHAPTERS
• Chapter 63.2: Parking Requirements
http://library.municode.com/
HTML/10061/level4/PTIILECO_TITVIIIZOCO_CH63ZOCOEGGEAP_ARTII63.200.
PARE.html

•

Chapter 63.3: Off-Street Parking Facility Standards and Design
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10061/level4/PTIILECO_TITVIIIZOCO_
CH63ZOCOEGGEAP_ARTIII63.300.OREPAFASTDE.html

•

Chapter 63.4 Off-Street Loading and Unloading
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10061/level4/PTIILECO_TITVIIIZOCO_
CH63ZOCOEGGEAP_ARTIV63.400.ORELOUN.html

•

Chapter 63.5 Accessory Buildings
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10061/level4/PTIILECO_TITVIIIZOCO_
CH63ZOCOEGGEAP_ARTV63.500.ACBU.html

BUILDING CODES
• Applicable Codes: 2009 International Building Code
2009 International Fire Code
2009 International Energy Conservation Code
Minnesota Department Of Health Food Code
• Potential Codes: 2012 ICC Codes
http://www.doli.state.mn.us/PDF/ccac/1305_1__draft100312.pdf

2009 IBC: POTENTIAL OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATIONS
• Section 303.1: Assembly A-3
The gathering of persons for purposes such as civic, social or religious
functions; recreation, food or drink consumption.
• Section 304: Business
Ofﬁce, professional or service-type transactions, including storage of
records and accounts.
• Section 305: Educational
Educational purposes through the 12th grade.
• Section 306.2: Factory Industrial F-1 Moderate-Hazard Occupancy
Assembling, disassembling, fabricating, ﬁnishing, manufacturing,
packaging, repair or processing operations that are not classiﬁed as
a Group H hazardous or Group S storage occupancy, including food
processing.
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•

•

Section 307: High-Hazard Group
The manufacturing, processing, generation or storage of materials that
constitute a physical or health hazard. Subsection 8: The storage or
utilization of materials for agricultural purposes.
Section 309: Mercantile Group
the display and sale of merchandise and involves stocks of goods,
wares or merchandise incidental to such purposes and accessible to
the public.

•
•
•
•

Surfaces, Refuse Areas
4626.1850 Outdoor Food Carts
Minnesota Department of Agriculture: Notable Topics
The Pickle Bill Limits the sale of canned goods to pickles and other
vegetables with a low ph balance
Licensing \ Inspections for fruits, vegetables, grains, plants, trees,
seeds, biotechnologies, and any pesticides and fertilizers

2009 IBC: OTHER APPLICABLE CHAPTERS
• Table 1004.1.1: Maximum Floor Area Per Occupant
• Agricultural Building 300 gross
• Table 1604.5: Occupancy Categories of Buildings and Structures
• Category 1 Agricultural and Storage Facilities
• Category 3 Public Assembly up to 300
Education facilities greater than 500
Power generating or water treatment facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 18: Soils and Foundations
Section 1803 – Geotechnical Investigations
Section 106 – Presumptive Load-Bearing Values of Soils 2,000 psf
Sand, silty sand, clayey sand, silty gravel
Chapter 29: Plumbing Systems
Appendix C: Group U – Agricultural Buildings

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH FOOD CODE: APPLICABLE CHAPTERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sections 4626.0025 – 4626.0035 Supervision – Person in Charge
Sections 4626.0225 – 4626.0380 Protection from Contamination \
Destroying Organisms
Sections 4626.0425-4626.0440 Food Identity
Sections 4626.0450 – 4626.0975 Equipment, Utensils, Cleaning,
Laundering, Maintenance
Sections 4626.0980 – 4626.1175 Water Systems
Sections 4626.1180 – 4626.1320 Waste Systems
Sections 4626.1325 – 4626.1430
Physical Facility Design and
Construction
Minnesota Department of Health Food Code: Notable Subsections
5-501.11 to 12 Outdoor Storage and Enclosure of Refuse and Recyclables
6-102.11 Surface Characteristics of Outdoor Areas
6-202.17 to .110 Outdoor Food Vending, Servicing, Walking/Driving
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3.4 CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Take best advantage of the rich farm building history, particularly
the through the Friends of Minnesota Barns, as a resource for
agrarian building knowledge, reclaimed barns and reclaimed
building materials.
Work with the existing talent in the Frogtown Community ﬁrst
• Asset based community development approach
Facilitate conversations with the community to identify the best
ideas for new projects, buildings, landscape elements, programs,
and business ventures
Protect and improve habitat for beneﬁcial wildlife
Use organic methods for installation and maintenance of the park
and farm
Source local and reused material when possible
Try to produce no waste during construction and operations

Permaculture Principles for building a relationship with the land as farm
and park managers, and designing landscape elements.
1. Observe and Interact – “Beauty is in the mind of the beholder”. By
taking the time to engage with nature we can design solutions that suit
our particular situation.
2. Catch and Store Energy – “Make hay while the sun shines”. By
developing systems that collect resources when they are abundant, we
can use them in times of need.
3. Obtain a yield – “You can’t work on an empty stomach”. Ensure that
you are getting truly useful rewards as part of the working you are
doing.
4. Apply Self Regulation and Accept Feedback – “The sins of the
fathers are visited on the children of the seventh generation”. We
need to discourage inappropriate activity to ensure that systems can
continue to function well. Negative feedback is often slow to emerge.
5. Use and Value Renewable Resources and Services – “Let nature
take its course”. Make the best use of nature’s abundance to reduce our
consumptive behavior and dependence on non-renewable resources.
6. Produce No Waste – “Waste not, want not” or “A stitch in time saves
nine”. By valuing and making use of all the resources that are available
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to us, nothing goes to waste.
7. Design From Patterns to Details – “Can’t see the forest for the trees”.
By stepping back, we can observe patterns in nature and society. These
can form the backbone of our designs, with the details ﬁlled in as we
go.
8. Integrate Rather Than Segregate – “Many hands make light work”.
By putting the right things in the right place, relationships develop
between those things and they work together to support each other.
9. Use Small and Slow Solutions – “Slow and steady wins the race” or
“The bigger they are, the harder they fall”. Small and slow systems are
easier to maintain than big ones, making better use of local resources
and produce more sustainable outcomes.
10. Use and Value Diversity – “Don’t put all your eggs in one basket”.
Diversity reduces vulnerability to a variety of threats and takes
advantage of the unique nature of the environment in which it resides.
11. Use Edges and Value the Marginal – “Don’t think you are on the
right track just because it’s a well-beaten path”. The interface between
things is where the most interesting events take place. These are often
the most valuable, diverse and productive elements in the system.
12. Creatively Use and Respond to Change – “Vision is not seeing
things as they are but as they will be”. We can have a positive impact
on inevitable change by carefully observing and then intervening at
the right time.
Source: http://permacultureprinciples.com/
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3.5 CONTRACTOR SELECTION
At the time of this report, there are some additional discussions that need
to happen between the City of Saint Paul and Frogtown Farm around
construction drawings, contractor selection, and construction management
to determine which party is responsible. When the responsibilities are clear,
we recommend the following for considering and choosing contractors to
ensure they can execute the complexities and opportunities of this project.

3.5.1 QUALIFICATIONS
Many contractors could install the landscape of Frogtown Park and Farm.
But not many would be able to engage the community, build capacity,
work with phasing and multiple mobilizations, partner with the farm for
education and volunteer management, and generally work to make the
experience of building the farm as rich as possible. In any request for
bid it is important to ask the contractor to explain how they would do
the aforementioned activities, and handle the complexities of it with the
Frogtown Farm stakeholders. In order to make these qualiﬁcations an
important part of the selection criteria along with price, we recommend
the two-step bidding process.

3.5.1 TWO-STEP BIDDING PROCESS

•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of soil biology, regeneration and brownﬁeld
development
Communication style and strategy with the numerous
stakeholders involved
How can you help promote the project as it is being built
Employing local talent as possible
Can you provide ideas for how you value engineer projects to keep
costs low

When the request for qualiﬁcations are reviewed, three ﬁnalists can be
chosen that Frogtown Farm and the City feel can perform the complexity
and richness of the project.
Second step involves Frogtown Farm and the City clarifying what scopes
of work they would like the contractor to build and writing them into
a request for bid. This request can also include asking for ideas to keep
costs low without compromising quality, safety, and aesthetics. The
contractor should explain how the costs savings options still meet the
project requirements of the Farm and City. Then, choose the contractor.
This approach ensures the contractor that’s most qualiﬁed is chosen and
the price is reasonable. It helps Frogtown Farm and the City avoid having
their hands tied by the requirement of choosing the low bidder only.

We recommend a “two step” bidding process to procure capital projects at
Frogtown Farm any time that improvements are made within Frogtown
Farm’s leased “use area” (as deﬁned by the map in the lease between the
City of Saint Paul and Frogtown Farm). For bid work outside these areas
procured by the City of Saint Paul, the City’s standard bidding process
will be followed. However, the City should work with the Farm to agree
on standards and scope (such as local hire and potentially community
engagement) when the City bids its own work at the site.
The ﬁrst step is writing and releasing a request for qualiﬁcations from
the contractor without asking for price. In this request Frogtown and/or
the City can ask contractors to answer questions about how they would
handle some or all of the following:
• Community Engagement with the CA’s
• Turning some of the building process into education for the
community
• Volunteer management with the Executive Director and Board as
needed
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Survey results
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4.1 SURVEY RESULTS

Responses to Q8: In your opinion, what is the
style of park you would like to see based on the
images and the descriptions?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Basketball court, bocce ball, horseshoes, chess
The land seems big enough to accommodate all 3
I have a dog and he likes to run in that area. It’s the
closest place to our house where he can run.
There are places to play sports & picnic (minnehaha,
ryan), but no places to get into the woods & prairie!
Preserve the black walnut trees!
Small fenced area for off-leash dog recreation
I would like to see a combination of all three styles if
possible.
A mix (of any kind) would be very welcome. If going
for recreational, a playground would be appreciated.
Combination of natural and recreational
Appropriate art activity that is connect to the farm
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10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

such as papermaking using biowaste from the farm
and garden to produce beautiful, high quality papers
Would hate to see unsavory activity take place in non
open areas
All are appropriate
Cafe
Pockets of natural, used for beauty, ecological
functions, and visual screening, is important, but so
are rec. And self-directed ‘passive’ forms of use.
Edible landscapes, food forests
Could be some set up for active play
Dog park area would ideal
Like tamarack nature center play area, structured
with natural material, also would like a paved trail
like around como lake
Art
Urban ag...Demonstration and active participation
Combination of passive and natural
As a neighbor, i see all three occurring. To be as
inclusive to frogtown residents, components of all
three should be included.
Dog park!!!
I’d like to see a camp space so that organized groups
of neighborhood kids could learn have the experience
of overnight camping that they wouldn’t have. A
weekend of camping and working on the farm and
fun.
Mix of all three!!! No playground needed
I’d like to see a combo of passive w/ some limited
recreational equipment.
A playground but no other recreational type stuff
I think that it had to be a more organized park due to
the fact that homeless people will try and sleep there
if it’s a natural park, although i would prefer a passive
park.
The neighborhood needs open play spaces.
Should be mixed use
Keep large hill available for sledding in winter!
Kiddy pools desperately needed
The playground at w7th rec center and library is a
nicely laid out play area.
Combination
Waterpark with wave pool
A really great children’s playground would be
awesome!
I’d like a mixture of passive and recreational
All three uses are appropriate, in different areas

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

recreation because there are already a few rec centers
which accommodate those activities whereas there is
no passive recreation spaces.
Off-leash dog park
Off leash dog park!
St. Paul needs more dog friendly parks/ dog parks.
These response categories don’t make sense
Replace the playground!
Greenhouse?
Kiddy pools like mpls parks offer
Focus on outdoor activities not at rec ctrs, archery,
etc.
Wading pool
Retain sledding hill
Fields that are adaptable to a variety of pick-up
games, not pre-deﬁned football or soccer ﬁelds

Responses to Q9: In your opinion, what are the
activities that the park should accommodate?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Horsehoes, chess, basketball, dogwalking
Operate a teen “garage” governed and operated by
them
We could use space for everything, but the biggest
need is real nature
Various classes: gardening, canning, recreation
classes, other “community education” topics
Keep sledding hill
Splash park?
Arts programing that is appropriate to the natural
surroundings and farm
Soccer
Bonﬁre pits near picnic areas, community garden
plots
Dog park?
Coordinate types of activities with west minnie
A running/walking track
A community garden
Unleashed dog area
Naturalized areas
Dog park
Cafe
Participatory gardening and related activities
I didn’t select play area for children and the active
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Response to Q10: In your opinion, what are the
elements that the park should accommodate?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Grills
Provide a facility where programs and events can be
held.
Soccer, frisbee, basketball & retail stores like coffee
shop, art gallery and dining (like at minnehaha park)
Prefer an emphasis on nature, if we had the space of
central park, we could have everything, but we need
more nature! And the community really could use a
theater/bandstand in the woods, it could even be an
attraction for the entire city as a unique opportunity.
The sledding hill is a cherished spot in frogtown,

make sure that this does not change (except cleaner!).
Sledding is already built into the topography.
Some kind of food service ala minneapolis lakes
Dedicated papermaking studio and other dedicated
artmaking spaces
Star gazing and astronomy... It is dark at night, keep
it that way for the community’s beneﬁt.
Ornamental plantings are typically not native plants,
but if that word include native plants truly from this
area, then that becomes a ‘really want to add’ check
mark for me.
Paved paths for biking/walking, dirt paths for
hiking,snowshoeing?
Again coordinate, list has elements that could be
combined
Food options should be available.
Teaching, chess/checkers boards
Biking/waking paths
Veg garden, fruit orchard, community food prep space
Basketball, baseball, soccer
People already play volleyball there and go sledding
Kiddy pools
Archery,
Wading pool
Waterpark with wave pool
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19. Composting, canning,
20. Urban chickens
21. Native studies, Permaculture, Languages, Renewable
Energy, Sustainable Living, Pilates, Yoga, Tai Chi . . .
22. I would be interested but not sure if I’d personally
participate. Schedule maxed out.
23. Prefer classes offered to youth
24. None of the above
25. classes should be those which can be held outdoors
and do not require construction of a new classroom
facility
26. Construction classes would be useful, but I don’t see
them as related to the overall mission of the farm.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

Response to Q12: Would you be interested in any
of the following classes, if offered?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Leadership
Health--meditation and yoga-type activities
As a naturopathic doctor in the area, I would love to
teach there instead of at my clinic, especially garden
for health classes!
Maybe recreational courses, too? Yoga, Taichi, etc..
Along with cutural/ethnic courses.
I work across the street so probably would not attend,
but the hi-rise residents I work with would be very
interested!
Long term research (cultivation of seeds to that
ecosystem
composting
The above would be if interest to our children and
parents at the child care center on the property
Papermaking using bio waste from the garden, park
and neighborhood
I would be happy to help offer Native plants,
gardening for wildlife, prairie-forest-Oak Savannah
etc. gardening courses.
Perhaps an emailed recipe of the month to garden
members that features seasonal produce?
exercise groups/classes
Youth nature programs
more likely to facilitate classes than take them
Yoga-meditation, dance
I would be interested in taking AND teaching the
classes selected above
Fixing/repairing household stuff
Leonardo’s Basement type activities

Responses to Question 14: Do you have
any other suggestions that will help inform
preliminary concept ideas for the project?
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Have an entrepreneur training class for more colored
young farmers. History about our african civilization
and where farming started
If fees are charged, please have a fee waiver program
for low income families in place to encourage full
participation from the communities
Barbeque areas! Dog trails and areas for sports
recreation!
Utilizing volunteers, interns and community elders
Put up a suggestion box for people that have an
opinion/idea about issues/concerns
Having a strong sense of collaboration with other
community nonproﬁts and their programs. E.G. Nicad,
spps and african american babies project, koﬁ (wilder)
and ujamaa. How can this effort expand impact
and reach of other community-based programs?
Developing a strong connection with the social
healing center at wilder, right next to the park. None

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

of the questions focused on educational partnerships
with schools to strengthen curricular access to
farming and outdoor-related activities. There are
a number of public (including charter schools)
nearby. The lack of emphasis (or interest, it seems)
in teenagers in the questions is troubling. How can
this land and frogtown farms be an opportunity for
reaching and supporting our teenagers?
Would love to have a native herb walk, perhaps with
a guided brochure. It could teach frogtown residence
how they can ﬁnd herbs/weeds that can be used for
free out of your backyard health support (dandelion
greens, burdock root, plantain leaves for bee stings).
Please keep it as natural and low-impact as possible
I’m really excited to help this happen!!
Continue keeping us cyber citizens connected,
but also spread the word physically to frogtown
neighbors, too!
As i mentioned, i work across the street at the wilder
square hi-rise on milton street. Our residents are lowincome and many of them are looking for structured
classes, programming, recreational activities. If you
could have a way of advertising to our residents of
activities/events, that would be ideal to help them
feel connected and informed. Also, many of our
residents are looking for jobs so if there is any way to
focus on employment/volunteer opportunities in the
area or at the farm/park or job search strategies, etc.
That would be ideal.
Path lighting
A barbecue area would be a great addition, if there is
room.
The world’s agricultural and seed diversity
represented was generated by farming cultures
adapting seeds to local ecosystems. This farm site
could be designed to operate as peasant farming
cultures have done for thousands of years observing
and documenting what the ecosystem supports as
well as integrating wise water use and permaculture
techniques. The community could be part of this long
term co-evolution with the land. Children offered
an opportunity to learn and be part of this kind of
‘in situ’ science can contribute to their community
and be encouraged to consider becoming farmers
(cultivating food) as a profession. This space offers
an opportunity to offer urban children and adults an
opportunity to organize and operate an integrated
system for growing food dependent on local
resources.
Safety must be addressed at all times
Vegetable of the month with information about what
it is, how to cook/eat it, and seeds with instructions
for planting and growing. Information on backyard
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17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.
29.
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farming and how it can supplement a family’s diet
as well as be a source of income. Would be great to
ﬁnd out if there is an opportunity to use individual
development accounts as residents learn about
gardening and how to put in their own plots and
potentially sell produce.
I really love the idea of having natural space that is
just left as is.
There should be a compost demonstration site
As the director of the cold care center i would like to
be involved as land and educational partners. Please
feel free to contact me for further discussion. Judy
ohm@wilder.Org or 651-280-2606. Thank you!
Will you coordinate at all with urban oasis on food
production or classes offered or instructors?
I am strongly promoting, and have the expertise
to support, the development of a dedicated hand
papermaking studio on site. The development of a
signature paper using bio-waste from the garden
developed for sale; classes for children, adults
and professional artists; gallery space for work
produced; space for paper making artist-in-residence;
collaboration with local schools, etc. Please contact
me for more info. I would love to share my expertise!
Mary hark - currently traveling but back dec 12th.
I am considering moving to the area and this would
be a great beneﬁt!
Build an urban production and educational farm,
and integrate the park elements with the farm - do
not default to side by side concepts. All elements
for the entirety of the project, from structural
to programmatic, should reconnect people to
sustainable food production.
The garden could be an oasis in a place where many
people aren’t naturally attracted. Recreation is nice,
but there are already so many parks with recreation.
It must address a broad range of interests, but it
should be production, food, space, and education. It
should be a safe space for teens to hang out
Make sure topography, prevailing wind, sun/shade
patterns suit uses. Don’t neglect the importance of
spring/fall sunny gathering/seating spaces. Fine ways
to enliven shady slopes. Incorporate invasive species
education/management.
Please call me if you want help identifying pretty
and ecologically beneﬁcial native plants to mn. I
have several years of experience working with these
plant communities and would be happy to help the
planners/designers in this area.
Consider how the use of night lighting can transform
the park into a destination after sunset.
Focus should be on eduction and helping people to
see how they can grow things in their own homes/

30.
31.

32.
33.

34.
35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

yards.Even in small spaces. Also - how to preserve
food for the winter especially.
Mass transportation connections
Here are a couple suggestions: - i suggest that the
farm portion of frogtown park and farm build off and
work with existing successful and ﬁnancially sound
organizations. This would better ensure the ﬁnancial
and social longevity of frogtown farm. I would
suggest bringing in one organization that focuses
on education and one organization that focuses
on production. - I grew up on a farm and currently
farm in the city. I think in order to make the farm
portion economically viable, at least 4 acres of the
farm portion should be ensured production land and
greenhouse space, while the other acre should be
demonstration gardens, educational space, etc. I think
having a working farm business would ensure baby
steps towards a more local and more equitable food
system.
Safety (ie adequate lighting, park hours, etc) needs to
be thought of
Let the people decide! (For those of you too young to
remember, a good slogan from the 1960s.) “Experts”
should sit down and shut up. And people from san
francisco have no clue as to what grows in minnesota
- trust me - i am a 3rd generation californian.
Include concepts of permaculture.
My main concern would be that this public space be
safe. If there is going to be a wooded area for walking
trails, how does that space stay safe? How do we make
sure teens and others are not in this area after dark?
How will the produce in the gardens protected? I live
in mac-groveland, and my home was broken into
twice in two months last fall, so my biggest concern
about living in the city at this point is safety from
personal harm and theft.
Would like dual focus:front end linking with info and
technology back end trisl, teach, disseminate. Income
bfrom specialty item, garden building, compost
delivery, classes. Stay out of things others can focus
on
Work with existing organizations in the neighborhodd
who are already carrying out the desired work
included in the project design
The project should be developed from an ecological
foundation using permaculture principles and
ecological functions top deliver the services. Call dan
halsey to develop a base map and design process.
I really like the idea of focusing on the farm as a place
for the community to gather, whether through classes
or volunteering or a farmers market or a farm store.
My only concern is that an environmental impact
study was done since this is being built on what once

41.

42.

43.
44.

45.

46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

51.

52.
53.

54.
55.

56.

was a dump and any ground contamination has been
eliminated.
I love the idea of performance space! This would
especially be great with locally produced food
options, including the possibility of coffee, wine and
beer
Native plantings as much as possible. A tree blvd
along open ﬁeld on victoria. I love the idea of turning
victoria into a blvd down to university.
I use to live in that area, nice to see a good project
being developed,
Seed storage, food washing/ packaging for selling
at farmers markets, food certiﬁcation for access to
commercial markets.
Take advantage of the wonderful native remnant
vegetation and enhance it, then use the area for
nature education.
I live across the street form frogtown farm and i’m
pleased this project will soon begin. Thank you for
you work on this. I plan to shop and support this
project. I plan to start a family in a few years and
think this is amazing!
Contact linders they may have items for you
I attended the design workshop for the farm at rondo
library and was very pleased and impressed with it.
Organic status for the farm
Youth programs are a must...Also having a garden
that is accessible and available to the community is
huge
Some of the parts of the farm talked about
“showcasing” foods representing our various “ethnic
communities.” Please serve our community, don’t
showcase it to outsiders. Also, if programming
and educational classes are initiated, please be
intentional about allowing local leaders to teach
the classes instead of having outsiders and all white
people teaching. As a white frogtown resident myself,
i have seen too many “community” initiatives and
projects from organizations with white only staff
and the result of that is that residents of color in
the community pick up on it right away and do not
become involved.
I want it to be safe
Way to go and congratulations! I suggest trying to
make the park unique and not offer things that are
duplicative of other nearby parks.
Inclusivity - opportunity for all of our residents to use
the space
I have mused about having an exhibit representing
housing of the many ethnicities of frogtown, what
housing is like in “the old country.”
No fences! Except around crops! Don’t make typical
jungle gyms, make creative structures out of natural
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58.
59.

60.
61.

62.
63.

64.
65.

66.

67.

68.
69.

materials where kids can ﬁgure out what to do own
their own, let them use their imaginations!
No
There are so many playgrounds in the area, it would
be nice to have a more nature/ grown up park!
I think it’s important to improve the bike access to
this area along minnehaha. The road is poorly paved
east of lexington and the bike lane disappears. As this
becomes a more important space, bike access from all
neighborhoods is going to be important.
Connect with egg plant urban farming store!
It would be fantastic to have off leash dog space
available in the neighborhood. I am not in frogtown,
but i am very close on lafond and hamline, i hope you
don’t discount my answers because i do not live or
work in frogtown, as i would be an frequent user of
this space.
Area needs an off leash dog park!
I think this is a great idea. I think that a splash
pad is greatly needed in this area of town. So if a
structured play area is being considered it would be
nice to include a splash pad. I personally really like
the one near sun ray library. Also other than an area
for structured play - i think just big areas of open
space are great. Please try to save as many of the big
beautiful trees as possible on the property
Something like leonardo’s basement - type activities
would be nice
Rather than trying to put everything on one site think
about what could be placed off site but relate to this
project. Individual plots on other vacant lots might be
more appropriate but folks could still sell their items
at the farm site.
If classes are offered at a cost i would hope that they
would be on a sliding fee scale or scholarships would
be available.
Playground with research into play behind it,
more like como’s new german playground and not
the boring cookie-cutter uninspiring “super-safe”
playgrounds of the 80’s-90’s. Lots of research has
been done on playgrounds and i hope this gets
thought put into it and not just a pre-fab. Kids
and adults all hate contemporary playgrounds-or
maybe just not as fun as the “unsafe” playgrounds of
yesterday.
Ultimately, this project will only be feasible if the
issue of crime is absolutely eliminated.
I’ve always wanted a wind turbine up there. It would
be great to power everything that way (and with solar
panels on the roofs). What energy isn’t used can be
sold back to the utility to help fund operations at
the site. Please use reclaimed and recycled building
materials for any structures, no-voc paints, led lights,
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71.

72.

73.
74.
75.
76.

77.
78.
79.

80.

81.

82.

as safe, sustainable, and environmentally-friendly as
possible. A natural water feature would be wonderful,
but i fear it would be trashed in no time. If there are
maple trees there, i’d love to see a sapping operation
and sugar shack, frogtown maple syrup! It would
also be nice to have some native inﬂuences and
celebrations there, native plant gardens, traditional
native structure, etc. Please don’t keep animals there,
only wildlife and pet-guests. All organic farming,
please. Will the soil be tested for lead, and abated if
necessary? Also, wilder had green-treated (chromated
copper arsenate) playground equipment up there that
may have leached arsenic into the soil.
I would like lots of trails and natural areas. I hope it
will be a peaceful place to walk my dog.
Always keep low maintenance in mind, in time of
economic downturns these community places seem to
suffer neglect ﬁrst.
Maybe a lookout tower or high point with the ability
to observe the cities from high up with or w/o
binoculars. The hill is high up and you can see a nice
distance from it but it would be nice to have a higher
up view and point out points of interest.
Kiddy pool.
Thanks for asking for input - the park and farm will be
fabulous!
No
Please have classes be multicultural/if possible
multilingual. I love to see many of the cultures
represented.
Not at this time
Solar or wind energy involve artists in initial designs
Most parks in our neighborhood are damaged and
littered, i hope there will be a way to avoid that with
the new park.
Re: question #12, i would be willing to pay more than
$10, as i’m guessing many of your respondents would.
However, those people who don’t respond, many of
whom may live in the frogtown neighborhood, may
not. The primary purpose should be to serve the
neighborhood population.
This culturally diverse community could offer great
opportunities share information about foods and food
production from many different cultures.
Minneapolis has done a nice job of incorporating
restaurants (that serve adult beverages) into their
parks. We frequent these locations as it provides
an entire experience for our family (e.G. Lake
nokomis, minnehaha). It would be awesome to have a
restaurant that features food from the farm. It would
be great to have some animals on the farm (e.G.
Chickens, lambs, etc)

83. An outdoor music space would be excellent and would
suit the community well
84. Can you talk to linders about possible greenhouses if
they are closing?
85. Really concerned about safety. Lots of gang activity at
our neighborhood park, few blocks away...
86. No overdevelopment of land, keep natural but allow
for access and ﬁnd a signature, unique attraction to
give the park a trademark
87. Really? What a waste of money. I’m sick of traveling
to other cities for family entertainment. If i want to
picnic i’ll run up to como.
88. Area needs to enlist youth to keep park clean. Provide
incentives such as pizza parties periodically. Remind
them that this is their park/rules need to be enforced.
89. Lots of hidden areas that people can us imagination
to decide what they are.
90. I want the park to be safe and be reasonably quiet in
the late evening/night.
91. I really like the idea of educational learning for
younger kids. I work in the area and see a lot kid
wandering around. It would nice to see them getting
involved in something that matters or would help
keep them busy and away from other inappropriate
activities that may go on. It may just lead them to
falling in love with particular subject, which could
lead to a career one day.
92. No
93. I think this sounds so exciting! I live in the north
end and have a lot of friends in mpls. I am surprised
at how many more parks with well-maintained
and appropriate play equipment for children and
splashpads and wading pools mpls has compared to
st. Paul. It’s a shame!
94. No additional construction of large buildings beyond
a simple shelter or gazebo is desirable. Parking and
paving should be kept to a minimum. Visitors can
park on the minnehaha mall parking lot.
95. The farm should be a beautiful, public place directed
at education. It should not be leased to individuals
to run garden plots that compete with other
neighborhood growers.
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4.2 PUBLIC FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS

•
•

blood pressure / obesity etc.?
Preventative health- nutrition and physical activity
Water fountains in multiple locations

2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Farm tai chi
•
Maps for walks/bike rides to and from farm with calories burned/miles etc.
•
Bring elderly to the farm + park to interact with nature
•
Healing garden/holistic health
•
Rotating programming year round to include health focus
•
Snow shoeing on production ﬁelds
•
Farm stand able to take snap vouchers
•
Marked walking corridor from the light rail to the farm
•
Rental bikes on site
•
Kiosk at light-rail stop on victoria

0104 MEETING

PHASING PRIORITIES
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
Continuing outreach (events and celebration) and organizing – year 1 - 2014
•
Demonstration gardens- designing and maintaining
•
Master list of who can help us with programming
•
Spaces available to frogtown residents
•
Farm stand- csa pick-up
2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Get people into the park!
•
1St year tree-planting
•
Soil building- grow food on it, why are we waiting so long?
•
Farm manager living on site? May be best to live in the neighborhood (utilize existing
housing)
•
“Farm bucks” as currency
•
Compost

COMMUNITY HEALTH
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
How to consider community health as a primary purpose for the farm and its activities?
•
Is community health as a topic a way to build programming partnerships with
institutions?
•
As educational programming is implemented, how about working for diabetes/high

3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
Possible foundations/partners
•
Model cities
•
Health partners
•
Blue cross blue shield
•
Health east
•
Allina
•
National foundations
•
Mn lottery
•
Public health agencies
•
Legislature
•
Food-based public service partnerships

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
How will we teach best practices for keeping things organized?
•
Rain water collection?
•
Can we create a way to use water run-off to water trees?
•
At events have zero waste
•
Complete phase to zero period
•
Rain swales
•
Pervious asphalt
2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Create more gardeners
•
To help improve community health
•
Create zoning codes to allow animals in park
•
A place to process chicken/ﬁsh and classes
•
Tool sharing and material exchange
3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
By creating and insulating native plants through the site to support insects and wildlife.
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FOOD PRODUCTION

•

1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
Permaculture? Yes.
•
Who will the farmers be?
•
Where will the $ from food processing go?
•
No competition with local farmers – support local farmers.
•
Will the farm-stand compete neighbors with local full-time farmers who live in
frogtown?
2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Packing and distribution point for farmers (off-site)
•
Creating value-added products
•
Education- to homeowners to grow: ag practices
•
Food donations
•
Minnesota project gleaning
•
Institutional buying with local school district or food for education programs- cooking,
etc. Health aspects
3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
Engage frogtown farmer residents
•
Engage schools in the areas-tours
•
Community-based outreach
•
Community engagement at every phase
•
Pri apprenticeship

•

EDUCATION
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
Future farmers of america
•
Knowledge about farming techniques and ecosystems toe build a connection
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•

•

to the land and to what we eat
Before farmhouse possibilities
•
Youth summer day camp
•
Kids’ farm stand for entrepreneurial skills
•
Collaboration with local schools is key
•
How to build soil?
•
Organic focus- how to get the right soil?
•
Chemistry without using chemical fertilizer?
•
How to keep pests away without poison?
•
Classes on native plants and animals
•
Teach composting, both to community gardeners and at schools- companion
planting
•
Partnering with umn for lectures etc.
•
Pollinators are important!
Farmhouse possibilities:
•
Cooking/food classes
•
Healthy eating – ethnic cuisines
•
Cold-weather classes
Questions:
•
Where will education take place before the farmhouse?
•
Who will run educational program?
•
Will classes cost $? Sliding scale fees available for frogtown/st. Paul residents?
Ways to help:
•
Invite farmers you know to a get-together
•
Be the bridge between frogtown farm and your school
•
Find out what your neighbors want to learn and what they could teach.

ART GROUP/PROGRAMING
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
How to use arts and farm to help community prosper
•
What kind of art?
•
Relevance to the community- esp. Ethnic communities

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

ORGANIC FARMING
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
What kinds of participation in the ﬁeld?
•
How will the organic farming structure be a commitment of the org. And the
community?
•
Will there be any animals?
•
Will there be any community gardening plots?
2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Ethnic vegetable gardening
•
Cross-cultural experiences
•
Food tasting of various vegetables grown
•
Ed. On the organic growing process v. Conventional growing techniques = healthier

•
•
•

How to grow pride using the arts in the space
Arts to promote social responsibility
Arts programming particular to the garden

2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Put the amphitheater in ﬁrst
•
‘United protégées’
•
‘Metro mamas’ art group for parenting
•
‘Victoria theatre group’ would love to use space
•
‘Hark handmade studios’
•
Summary : space, directory, money
•
Community oriented arts programming
•
Amphitheater
•
Paper-making operation/facilities –signature paper
•
Artist-in-residence program
•
A space for community arts programming
•
Community and board/directory updates/info about the community
•
Farm can be info-hub
•
Off-line/on-line
•
Farm itself becomes identiﬁed with the community
•
Arts festivals/parades
•
Farm as starting/end point
•
‘Safe’ arts space
3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
Bring our orgs to the space
•
Se point #2 – all these people were in attendance and want to bring their programming
to ff
•
Irrigate as a model for creative place-making
•
Incorporate arts through design process of arts – local commissions

3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
Community participation system
•
Lots of ed. About various ethnicities/food
•
Healthy process food
•
Tool bank/library – ask community to donate
•
Neighborhood composting/vermicomposting
•
Frogtown crew – science museum

JOB TRAINING
1. What are the most important questions you have about this topic for the farm?
•
What youth employment : intergenerational job opportunities
•
Science museum
•
Youth farm project
•
Elders
•
Farm manager in-charge of training
•
Basic job training/computer skills
•
Workforce, easter seals library
2. Given the topic we are discussing, what might be possible for the farm that would help
make/improve your community?
•
Establish methods of communications, schedules for chores (kiosk, sign-ups, emails
on-line shares, newsletters
•
Ethnic community involvement
•
Cultural organic vs. Non-organic
•
Market to sell thinks people make? / Farmers’ market?
•
Educational programs to start your own business
•
Info on how to do taxes
3. How can we at this table help to create some of those possibilities just mentioned?
•
Outreach – could be a youth job
•
Green-line kiosks!
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1012 MEETING

WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR FARM TO
PRODUCE? (YIELDS)
The “Yields” board was intended to gauge where
community support lay for different focuses
of Frogtown Farm. Participants were asked to
select their top three choices to account for the
fact farm yields can overlap and accomplish
multiple tasks. The community’s top focus for
Frogtown Farm was Youth Empowerment and
Education with Job Training and Education and
Community Ties close second and third choices,
respectively.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

MENU OF PROGRAMS

The “What you you think?” board was design
to capture the community’s general thought,
desires, and concerns about Frogtown Farm.
The main desires are to incorporate everyone,
especially neighborhood youth, and for the farm
to have unique yields, not duplicate work already
done in Frogtown.

The “Menu of programs” board spatially displayed
what different services and infrastructure
are possible at Frogtown Farm. Frogtown
community members envision a multifunctional
building that could be a center for food storage,
processing, and sales, a meeting for farmers and
community members, and potentially an on-site
residence for a farmer (and his/her family). The
feedback also demonstrated a great inclination
towards production and demonstration farm
plots rather than space for private community
gardens.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

SITE ANALYSIS

FARM TYPES

FARM ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES

The “Site analysis” board displayed the current
layout of the entire Frogtown Park and Farm
property and mapped out some of the important
features of the property that will affect the farm,
such as “ag potential, “vegetation,” and “sun and
wind.” Feedback on the board was widespread,
as many of the voiced concerns, suggestions,
and desires were concerned more with the entire
property, rather than the farm speciﬁcally. The
farm speciﬁc suggestions ranged from cover
crops to compost production to the possibility
for animals on the property.

The “Farm types” board made graphic the
dichotomy between paid and volunteer staff.
It also further subdivided the two general
categories. Paid staff was broken into education/
training, production, and social justice farms,
while farms operated by volunteers were
separated into community-managed, volunteerrun farms and community gardens.
The
feedback gathered on the board reiterated the
concern about duplicating existing programs
and institutions in Frogtown and instead
urged Frogtown Farm to be a nexus of existing
programs.

The “Farm organizational structures” board
demonstrated how decisions about Frogtown
Farm have and will be made. Much of the
feedback discusses what type of organization
structure would enable the most efﬁcient and
prosperous farm. Process related feedback was
directed to questions about how to maximize
community engagement (representative of
a diverse Frogtown demographic) and where
the power of ﬁnal decisions lay amongst the
different organizations involved.
Physical
concerns about the site focused on access and
parking and ensuring safety and security at the
Farm.
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FOOD SYSTEMS AND EXISTING ASSETS
The “Food systems and existing assets” board
documents existing Frogtown businesses and
organizations related to food and community
development. Workshop participants added
important businesses and services previously
overlooked to help expand Rebar’s knowledge of
the area.
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4.3 PARTNER DIRECTORY
PROGRAM AREA

PARTNER ORGANIZATION

MISSION STATEMENT

EXISTING PROGRAMS TO TIE
INTO

Center for Hmong Arts and
Talents

Chat exists to nurture, explore and illuminate the hmong american
experience through artistic expressions.

Youth Arts Program

Frogtown Neighborhood
Association

To strive to conserve, foster and restore the well being of our
neighborhoods through the promotion of positive solutions to community
issues which affect the health and safety, physical environment, and
economic resources of its residents, area workers, and property owners.

Frogtown Gardens

Farmer Education,

Hmong American Farmers
Association

To advance the economic, social and cultural prosperity of hmong
american farmers through economic development, capacity building,
advocacy and research.

Trainings, New Markets, Research
and Data

Youth Education

Urban Roots

To build vibrant and healthy communities through food, conservation
and youth development.

Youth Education: Gardening,
Conservation, Nutrition, wellness
and cooking

Youth Education

Youth Farm

We farm to grow

Summer and School Year Programs

Youth Education

Science Museum of Minnesota Youth Program

To empower youth to change our world through science!

Youth Summer, After school and
Saturday Programs

Youth Education

Hmong American Partnership

To empower the community to embrace the strengths of our cultures
while achieving our potential.

Project Grow

Farmer Education,

Permaculture Research
Institute

With creativity, knowledge, and passion we design and demonstrate permaculture systems for living sustainably in colder climates for individuals
and organizations working towards healthy communities and ecosystems.

Urban Farmer Certiﬁcation Program

Composting

Eureka Recycling (for Composting programs)

A zero-waste organization located in the twin cities of minneapolis and
saint paul with a wide range of initiatives focusing on reuse, recycling,
composting, waste reduction, producer responsibility, and more.

Composting

Eggplant Urban Farm Supply

Sell seeds, plants, soils and tools for small-scale urban kitchen gardens,
as well as backyard chicken-keeping supplies, canning and preserving,
fertilizers and pest control, all with an organic and sustainable focus

Classes, Farm Store

Gardening Matters

Grows the success and sustainability of community gardens by supporting
the gardeners that make them happen.

Local Food Resource Hubs,

Farmer Education,
Marketing Produce

Minnesota Food Association

To build a more sustainable food system

Immigrant Farmer Training Program, Direct Marketing

Farm Production

Stone’s Throw Urban Farm

Urban farm limited liability partnership

Community Supported Agriculture
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4.4 SOIL TESTING REPORTS
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PROFESSIONAL’S NAME

Sample Number
Collection Date

Earthfort
635 SW Western Bluvard
Corvallis, OR 97333
(541) 257-2612

______________
EFS-10669
______________

2013-11-21
Process Date
______________
Report Date
______________
2013-11-21
Date of Last Liming ______________

Soil Type

______________________

CUSTOMER’S NAME

Jake Voit
3330 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
(612) 708-8236

Vegetable Type(s) __________________________________________________________________
Vegetable Area _________________________ Watering Method _______________________
Frogtown Farm (7881)J
Sample ___________________________________________________________________________
Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________

LABORATORY ANALYSIS and RECOMMENDATIONS
TEST

RESULTS

OPTIMUM RATING
RANGE

1. pH Adjustment

7.5

6.0 - 7.0

2. Calcium (Ca)

236

275 - 437

3. Core Depth

N/A

12+ ”

4. Humus Content

7%

10+ %

5. Thatch Layer

N/A

N/A

6. Soluble Salts

142

177 - 426

7. Nitrates (NO3)

6

10 - 20

Very
Low

8. Ammonium (NH4)

1

5 - 15

Extremely
Low

9. Phosphate (HPO4)

3

2-5

10. Potassium (K)

10

5 - 25

11. Magnesium (Mg)

21

10 - 30

12. Iron (Fe)

0.1

0.5 - 5

13. Manganese (Mn)

0.4

0.5 - 5

14. Boron (B)

0.06

0.06 - 0.5

Low
Normal

15. Copper (Cu)

0.01

0.06 - 0.5

Extremely
Low

16. Zinc (Zn)

0.03

0.3 - 3.0

Extremely
Low

17. Sulfates (SO4)

40

40 - 150

Low
Normal

18. Chlorides (Cl)

10

0 - 30

[Results reported as Parts Per Million (ppm)]

R E CO M M E N DA TI O N S

High
Low
N/A
Low

N/A
Low

Normal
Normal
Normal
Very
Low
Low

Normal

Special Notes &
Recommendations
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4.5 MEETING PRESENTATIONS
0104 MEETING
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1012 MEETING

Food Shelf

Farmer’s Market

School

Community / Recreation
Center
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FARM ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES

DESIGN STAKEHOLDERS & TIMELINE

ESTRUCTURAS ORGANIZATIVAS PARA EL PROYECTO • LUB TEB KOOM HAUM QAUV

PROCESO DE DISEÑO Y EL CALENDARIO • TSIM TXOJ KEV THIAB NCUA SIJ HAWM

VOLUNTEER,
COMMUNITY-BASED
MODEL

NEIGHBORHOOD
RESIDENTS

LOCAL
NGO'S

(Within certain area)

COMMUNITY
GROUPS

CITY AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVES

COMMUNITY BOARD
OF DIERECTORS
Composed of:
• Dedicated volunteers
• Staff from related NGOs
• City employees

REVIEW & PROVIDE
FEEDBACK ON
PROGRAMS TO

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

HEAD
FARMER

PARKS &
RECREATION

Diversity of stakeholders
No central organization
Lots of input form community
Allows paid staff under ED

DECIDES

ADVISE

COMMUNITY
INPUT
PROCESS

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

RUN BY
VOLUNTEERS

RUN BY RELATED
NGO’S

(Maybe occasional
payment. For
example, for
workshop
instructors)

(For example, Youth
Farm, Urban Roots,
Permaculture
Research Institute)

FROGTOWN
RESIDENTS

team checks back
with the DAC

PRESENT IN-PROGRESS PLAN
December 2* (open to the community)

Using feedback from the 1st
community meeting, the team
develops a set of preferred
design components and farm
programs

(Park Design Refinement)

Park Community Meeting

PROGRAMS

Frogtown Farm board holds most autonomy
Community can provide input through Frogtown Farms board
ED has less discretion
Allows paid staff, under Frogtown Farms

* Tentative date

Park Community Meeting

team revises according
to community feedback

SUBMIT
“SCHEMATIC”
DESIGN

current phase

CITY
AGENCIES

2ND COMMUNITY MEETING:

PRESENTATION + CELEBRATION
January 4*

end of

FROGTOWN FARM
AS LEAD MODEL

112

YOU A
RE
HERE
!

(Park Research and Analysis)
Park Community Meeting

DESIGN ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING:
DESIGN REFINEMENT
The plan is refined based on
feedback from the DAC

WORKS
WITH

October 12

TEAM DEVELOPS DESIGN

DIRECTS

IMPLEMENTS

1ST ALL-COMMUNITY MEETING:
DESIGN WORKSHOP

CONSTRUCTION
DRAWINGS AND
IMPLEMENTATION
(Future phases)

PARK DESIGN CONTINUES

(Park Schematic Design)

current phase

Years of work culminate in
the securing of the Frogtown
Farm site, a plan to transfer
ownership to the City of Saint
Paul, and development of a
Park adjacent to the Farm.

TEAM STARTS
WORK

RESEARCH & OUTREACH
Team researches precedents,
coordinates with stakeholders,
and develops design and
program options for the Farm.

DESIGNS

STAFF

OTHER AREA
RESIDENTS

PROJECT TIMELINE

CRONOGRAMA DEL PROYECTO • PEB TES NUM LUB CAIJ NYOOG

start of

If there are paid staff,
they are generally
paid by their own
NGO

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Surveys, notes, comments &
conversations help the designers
understand people's priorities

INFLUENCE DIRECTION

FARM SITE SECURED!

FROGTOWN FARMS
ORGANIZATION

MAKES
FINANCIAL
DECISIONS

Producers, educators,
social services, economic
development

AMBASSADORS

SHAPE and ADVOCATE

PROGRAMS

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

PROGRAM
PARTNERS

DESIGN
TEAM

LEAD / DECIDE

MAKES DAY TO
DAY FINANCIAL
DECISIONS

CONSENSUS MODEL

TRUST FOR
PUBLIC LAND

COMMUNITY

RAISES FUNDS FOR

MANAGES

STAFF

Stewards and leaders of the
design process

DESIGN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

Designing the Park and oversees
the entire Park & Farm site

HIRED &
FIRED BY

FUNDERS

FROGTOWN
FARM BOARD

PUBLIC
WORKS

DISTRICT 7
COUNCIL

F
Y O AUL
CIT T P
IN
SA

HMONG
VIETNAMESE
Somali
Ethiopian

(Rotating individuals but
consistant representation of
various groups)

MAYOR'S
OFFICE

No full time paid staff / less overhead
Plot-based gardens & communally-managed fields
Works w/ existing NGOs doing farm / education work

REPRESENTATIVES FROM
IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES

PROGRAMS COUNCIL

HOW DO I GET HEARD IN THE FARM DESIGN PROCESS?

¿CÓMO PUEDO INVOLUCRAR EN EL PROCESO DE DISEÑAR LA GRANJA? • YUAV UA LI CAS KUV HNOV KUV?

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

TEAM
COMPOSITION
TEAM
COMPOSITION
Jake Voit :
Landscape
Contractor

¿CUÁL ES SU OPINIÓN? • YUAV UA LI CAS YOG KOJ LUB TSWV YIM?

Courtney Tchida:
Food Systems Expert
Courtney Tchida:
Food Systems Expert

Jake Voit :
¿A QUIÉN DEBO HABLAR? •
Landscape
Contractor

LEEJ TWG KUV YUAV TSUM TAU THAM NROG?

John Bela : Landscape Architect +
Project Manager
John Bela : Landscape Architect +
Project Manager
JOHN BELA

Farm Design Team
BLAINE MERKER

CK
EEDBA

F

1
2
3

Tou Pha:
Community Liason +
Ecologist
Tou Pha:
Community Liason +
Ecologist

WHO SHOULD I TALK TO?

principal-in-charge
overseeing the project, coordinating with
the Frogtown Farm board and City of StP

Antonio Roman-Alcala:
Farm Program Designer
Antonio Roman-Alcala:
Farm Program Designer

lead landscape architect
creating the farm landscape plan
415-350-8257
john@rebargroup.com

510-301-5698
blaine@rebargroup.com

TEAM
COMPOSITION

Molly Reichert : Architecture
Project Coordinator
MOLLY REICHERT
Molly Reichert : Architecture
Courtney Tchida:
Project Coordinator
Food Systems Expert

ANTONIO ROMAN-ALCALÁ

project manager
organizing the team, directing
community inquiries to the right person

community outreach leader
meeting with community, developing the
farm organizational structure

510-289-6742
mollyreichert@gmail.com

415--517-6660
antidogmatist@gmail.com

JAKE VOIT

TEAM
Rhonda Pierce:
Civil Engineer
COMPOSITION
Jake Voit :
Landscape
Contractor

Jake Voit :
Landscape
Contractor

RHONDA PIERCE

landscape systems expert
planning for healthy soil and
interconnected biological systems

Tou Pha:
Community Liason +
Blaine Merker : Lanscape Architect Ecologist
John Bela : Landscape ArchitectJOHN
+ DWYER
architect
providing options for buildings and other
Project Manager
Jown
Dwyer
: Architecture
structures
to enhance
farm activities

612-708-8236
JVoit@arteka.com

763-537-1311
Rhonda@piercepini.com

COURTNEY TCHIDA
grower & Tchida:
food systems expert
Courtney
integrating Frogtown Farm with local and
food systems
and markets
Foodregional
Systems
Expert

Rhonda Pierce:
Civil Engineer

Antonio Roman-Alcala:
Farm Program Designer

civil engineer
integrating stormwater, landforms, and
access with the farm design

Blaine Merker : Lanscape Architect

Firm of Record

612-625-2738
tchi0003@umn.edu

612-270-4429
johndwyerarchitect.com

ELI LIEBMAN

Tou Pha:
Community Liason +
Ecologist

intern
documenting meeting feedback, updating
Frogtown Farm blog
eliebman@macalester.edu

John Bela : Landscape Architect +

Community Ambassadors
Project Manager

Jown Dwyer : Architecture
Firm of Record

CAROLINE DEVANEY

Molly Reichert : Architecture
Project Coordinator

intern / advisor
gathering community feedback
caroline.devany@gmail.com

City of Saint Paul
KATHLEEN ANGLO

KIA XIONG
High School Student, Resident of
Frogtown, Youth Farm

landscape architect
designing the Park for City of Saint Paul

Parks and Recreation
Blaine Merker : Lanscape Architect

651-266-6368
kathleen.anglo@ci.stpaul.mn.us

Molly Reichert : Architecture
Frogtown
Farm Board of Directors
Project
Coordinator

Antonio Roman-Alcala:
Farm Program Designer
Rhonda Pierce:
Civil Engineer

CJ TURNER
Community Organizer, Grew up in
Frogtown

Jay Bell
Associate Dean, College of Food,
Agricultural & Natural Resource
Sciences
University of Minnesota
John Bennett
Vice President
Western Bank

MELVIN EMANUEL

Blaine
: Lanscape
Architect
MasterMerker
Gardener, Frogtown
resident,
St. Paul resident for 49 years, SummitUniversity Planning Council

Rhonda Pierce:
Civil Engineer

DANTES HA
Frogtown resident, architecture student

Jown Dwyer : Architecture
Firm of Record

Leola Johnson
Professor. Humanities, Media & Cultural
Studies
Macalester College

Seitu Jones**
Visual artist
College of Design, University of Minnesota

Carol Carey
Executive Director
Historic St Paul

John Kim
Professor of Humanities, Media & Cultural
Studies
Macalester College

Tait Danielson-Castillo
Executive Director
Frogtown Neighborhood Association

Xe Susane Moua**
Urban Farmer & Housing Director
Hmong American Partnership

Damian Day**
Arborist

Norma Roberts-Hakizimana**
Master Gardener & Registered Nurse

Soyini Guyton**
Executive Director
Summit University Block Nurse
Program

Caty Royce**

Rick Heydinger
Senior Partner Emeritus
Public Strategies Group

** Frogtown Resident

Executive Director
Jown Dwyer : Architecture
Frogtown Neighborhood Association
Firm of Record
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FARM TYPES

YIELDS

ARQUETIPOS/MODELOS DE GRANJAS COMUNITARIAS • HOM NTAWM LIAJ

RENDIMIENTOS DE LA GRANJA • LOO NTAWM LIAJ

WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR FARM TO PRODUCE?

VOLUNTEER STAFF

PERSONAL VOLUNTARIO • COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM PAB DAWB

¿QUE QUIERES QUE PRODUCE TU GRANJA COMUNITARIA? • DAB TSI KOJ XAV KOM LUB TEB LOS TSIM?

PAID STAFF

PERSONAL REMUNERADO • THEM NYIAJ RAU COV NEEG UA HAUJLWM

LOCAL GARDENING KNOWLEDGE +
HEALTHY CULTURE

FOOD SUPPLY NETWORK

Demonstration gardens and knowledge
sharing can promote healthy choices,
personal empowerment, and skills
for citizen-gardeners. The local
gardener comes first.

A more robust food supply network can
involve CSA’s (community supported agriculture),
distribution centers, restaurants, and local retail
outlets. This yield focuses on producing lots of quality
produce and getting it into the local food system efficiently.

JOBS

COMMUNALLY
MANAGED,
VOLUNTEER-RUN
URBAN FARMS
Focused on teaching
urban farming to local
communities, building
community around food
production, farm sites
managed by groups as a
whole
② Organizational structure
is volunteer run with
experienced urban
farmers
or garden educators
teaching on-site classes
and workshops
② Primary yield is social
cohesion, building
community
② Secondary yield is
healthy food for volunteers
and low income
communities
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COMMUNITY
GARDENS

EDUCATION /
TRAINING

PRODUCTION
FOCUSED

SOCIAL JUSTICE

Focused on providing land,
space, & resources for
individual or family
garden plots

Focused on teaching,
training, educating

Focused on maximizing
food production of high
value crops for specialty
markets or garden design
and installation

Focused on providing
healthy food, and at times
living wage jobs through
a sustainable business
model of local produce
sales

② Organizational structure
can be provided by
Municipal Parks
department,
NGO, or neighborhood
volunteer committee
② Operating revenue comes
from city government,
NGO, and /or
membership dues

Primary yield is education,
community building and
experience
Secondary ield is healthy
food
Organizational structure
is typically non-profit
with most revenue
coming from grants and
donations, some revenue
coming from sales of food,
value added products,
classes, and workshops

② Primary yield is food
(or garden design and
installation services)
② Secondary yield is
community building (CSA,
network of clients /
consumers, education
② Organizational structure
is for-profit business,
providing livelihood for
farmer and family and
clients with most revenue
coming from sales of
food or services

The focus of the farm is job creation. Priority on
products and work that have a demonstrated
market demand. By focusing on jobs first,
the emphasis on purely farm activities
may take a back seat to market
opportunity, with activities like
landscape services or selling
fertility being brought to the
market.

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT +
EDUCATION
The focus is on learning and the
personal growth, opportunities and
discovery that it provides for young
people. Kids come first.

JOB TRAINING +
EDUCATION

COMMUNITY TIES
The main outcome is strong bonds
between members of the community
through shared activities and mutual
interdependence. The strength of these
ties is more important than productivity
or profit.

The focus of job training and education
is the future, with the goal of providing
younger people and those re-entering
the workforce or changing careers with
new skills related to farming, landscape
and food production.

② Primary yield is healthy
food access for low
income communities
② Secondary yield is
jobs for people in those
communities
② Organizational structure
is mostly non-profit but
often seeking economic
sustainability through
product sales

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

ACCESS TO NATURE

Utilizing the landscape, plants and animals to
provide valuable services that humans need
such as stormwater infiltration, pollination,
soil building and fertility creation, is
placed first. The site is leveraged
to benefit the surrounding
neighborhood and region.

The chance to connect with plants,
animals, and the slower, quieter life of
an agricultural environment is most
important.

MONEY INTO THE LOCAL
ECONOMY

The most profitable activities are given
priority, as long as the revenue remains
mostly local.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

SCALE
SITE
ANALYSIS
COMPARISONS

MENU OF PROGRAMS

ANÁLISIS DEL SITIO

MENÚ DE PROGRAMAS • QHIA ZAUB MOV NTAWM COV KHOOS KAS

MINNEHAHA AVE.

NATURAL AREA
(4.5 acres)

0.25 ACRE FARM /
BACKYARD
DEMONSTRATION

0.25 ACRE FARM /
BACKYARD
DEMONSTRATION

0.25 ACRE FARM /
BACKYARD
DEMONSTRATION

0.25 ACRE FARM /
BACKYARD
DEMONSTRATION

1 ACRE OF 20’ x 20’
COMMUNITY GARDEN PLOTS
100 PLOTS

NORTH VICTORIA STREET

CHATSWORTH STREET

VAN BUREN AVE.

FARM
(5 acres)
RECREATION
AREA
(3.2 acres)

VEGETABLE
PROCESSING AREA OR
CHICKEN COOP OR
TOOL STORAGE OR
ROOT CELLAR

LARGE
OUTDOOR PUBLIC
BUILDING

10' x

SMALL OUTDOOR PUBLIC
BUILDING
1200 SF -80 PEOPLE

8200 SF - 300 PEOPLE

BLAIR AVE.

HIGH TUNNEL
GREENHOUSE

COMMERCIAL
ORCHARD

30' x 96'

100 TREES, 15' OC

DEMONSTRATION
ORCHARD

COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN
2000

LAFOND AVE.

20 TREES, 15' OC

SERVES
100+ PPL

KITCHEN

SMALL COMPOST
10' x 30'

VERMICULTURE BINS

AQUAPONICS SYSTEM

4' X 20'

~20' x 30'

500 SF - SERVES

HISTORIC SITE SURVEY

TOPOGRAPHY

LARGE
COMPOST AREA

VEGETATION

BEE-

10' x 100'

SMALL RESTAURANT
OR CAFE
~ 1800 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

SMALL
MARKET
580 SF

BARN
35' x

MAINTENANCE
SHED

1 ACRE INTENSIVE
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

SHADE
STRUCTURE

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

SHADE
STRUCTURE

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

2160 SF

OR

SUN & WIND

CIRCULATION

AG POTENTIAL

LARGE INDOOR
PUBLIC
BUILDING
4500 SF - 300 PEOPLE

FLOWERS / HERBS / ORNAMENTALS /
POLLINATOR ATTRACTORS
NURSERY PRODUCTION SITE
CEREAL / GRAIN FIELD
PASTURE
AQUACULTURE POND

SMALL INDOOR
PUBLIC
BUILDING

SHADE
STRUCTURE

SHADE
STRUCTURE

SHADE
STRUCTURE

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

1200 SF -80 PEOPLE

OFFICE SPACE

SALES
1800

1200 SF -8 PEOPLE
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1210 MEETING
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4.6 COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR (CA) MANUAL
FROGTOWN FARM (FF) PROJECT DESCRIPTION

COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR DUTIES

Frogtown Farm will be a hub for a healthy food system that ﬁlls gaps in
food production, storage, manufacturing, and distribution. With spokes
that reach beyond its acreage and the Frogtown neighborhood, Frogtown
Farm will be recognized as a destination for those seeking learning,
innovation, reﬂection, celebration, and authentic community. Rooted
in values of social equity, justice, and inter-connectedness, this urban
farm on the hill will serve as a model for multi-cultural community and
a catalyst for economic development, wealth creation, community pride,
and sustainability.

•

IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY AMBASSADORS (CAs)

Frogtown Farm is looking for energetic dedicated people to represent
the Farm in the community. Ambassadors will work closely with the
design team, reaching out to the neighborhood and building networks to
support the Farm project over the long term. Ambassadors will have the
opportunity to assist in facilitation of community design meetings and
participate in the design process with the team. Their role is important
for getting information on the farm and its design process out into the
community, and for channeling input on the farm design and programs
from the community to the FF organization.
As the farm moves into implementation phase (2014 and beyond), it is
hoped that CAs who have shown particular passion and commitment to
the project will expand their role in FF. This means CAs might potentially
become part of the farm’s educator staff and/or manage the farm’s
community engagement programs. The CAs will be responsible for
maintaining a solid connection between the farm and the community, and
through this process to become leaders—at the farm and in the community.
COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS

•
•

•
•
•
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Is a resident of Frogtown
Is interested in farming and a long-term relationship with the farm
and the Frogtown community (no prior farming experience is OK, but
interest is a must!)
Has participated in Frogtown community organizations
Is already a leader or involved in the community
Has connections to the particular communities outlined below
(‘Populations we are targeting’)

To identify and attend community events, reach out to community
members, and distribute pamphlets which explain the FF project.
• To gather a diverse cross-section of the community to participate in
farm design-related events, including, but not limited to folks from the
Hmong, Ethiopian, Latino, Somali, and African American communities.
We also hope to gather people who have something (expertise, ideas,
passion) in particular to contribute to the farm design conversation.
• To identify and inform local businesses about FF design developments—
including providing ﬂiers and outreach materials where appropriate.
• To identify and develop relationships with individuals who are
interested in the farm design process and the farm project in general,
in order to create lasting relationships and contacts who will help the
farm accomplish its mission.
• To consistently ﬂier local businesses and community hubs/
organizations. These are places where many of Frogtown’s community
members gather, and where they are likely to seek information and
connections, like coffee shops, libraries, and spiritual centers.
To coordinate volunteer participants for FF design meetings and to cofacilitate these meetings with the design team.
TALKING POINTS TO USE IN CONVERSATIONS

About Frogtown Farm:
• FF is the 5 acre farm part of a larger 12 acre new public park.
• The land was bought from the Wilder Foundation and will be owned by
the City of Saint Paul.
• Frogtown Farm is a non-proﬁt group that organized for the sale of the
land. It is going to be given the lease to run the farm part of the park
starting in 2014.
• FF is the result of years of neighborhood organizing, and the volunteer
labor of many Frogtown residents like you!
• This is a rare opportunity and occasion: a piece of privately-owned
land will now become a public park, to serve the community with space
for recreation, education, and food!
• The park is intended to serve primarily the Frogtown neighborhood,
but it is also likely that the farm aspect will attract people from outside
the neighborhood.
About the Design Process:
• There have been many design ideas from the original visioning of the
farm (2010) to now.

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

•
•

•

Currently, the design process for the farm is being led by REbar design,
from San Francisco, CA.
Rebar has team members from the Twin Cities area and San Francisco,
and are responsible for producing a schematic plan for the physical
site, programs, and organizational structure for the farm.
The design process is intended to balance the many desires and interests
in Frogtown, Saint Paul as a whole, and the Twin Cities region.

About the Community Meetings:
• There are two more community meetings for the farm: December 10th
(which will discuss the farm and park as a whole) and January 4th, 2014.
• These are occasions for community members to provide feedback on
the designs in progress, and to keep up to date with developments
regarding the farm and park.
• Not everything that gets said at the meetings will be included in the
ﬁnal design, but your input will be incorporated and listened to.
About further ways to get involved:
• Check out the Frogtown Farm Design Blog http://frogtownfarm.
wordpress.com/
• Contact the Frogtown Farm Board of Directors
• Sign up on the mailing list
• Start a back or front yard vegetable garden!
CANVASSING TIPS FOR CAs

•

•

•

•

The main areas CAs will discuss in 2014 with the community are the
farm’s: 1) educational and cultural programs, 2) food production and
sales, 3) other programming partnerships like the Urban Food Labs
research and development program.
Another aspect of CA canvassing in the post-design period will
be to connect potential program partners (whether neighborhood
organizations that want to be involved or restaurants that may want
to buy the farm’s produce) to the FF board or proper staff member
(especially the Executive Director). In doing outreach, it is important
to keep aware of potential follow up between the person or people
you’re speaking with, and the proper person at FF.
Even though the farm’s programs and layout design will be mostly
settled by 2014, it is still important to ask for and take in feedback from
the community. As the project moves into implementation stages, it is
important to ask how resident perceptions of the project are changing,
expanding, or improving (or not).
When outreach targets already know about the farm, it is important to
ask how they became aware of the project (and write this down). When
people are hearing about the farm for the ﬁrst time from a CA, they
should be asked how they would be most likely to keep with information
about the farm into the future (for example, through neighborhood
newspapers, radio, ﬂiers distributed to houses, postings at the library,
by announcements at school, etc). In this way, community engagement
work by FF can improve its methods over time.

POPULATIONS WE ARE TARGETING

•
•

•

•
•

Combine listening with talking (after you’ve given information or
introduced yourself, give a space for the person to respond).
Pay attention to body language and interest level: some people will
just not be interested, and if that is the case, it is just as well to thank
them for their time, offer a ﬂier for them to follow up if they want, and
move on to the next person.
It is important to emphasize the possibilities of the project, without
promising things to the community before they’ve been made certain.
That is, get people excited about what could be true, while emphasizing
the work it will take (from them, from FF, from the neighborhood) to
make it happen. This is why we always are inviting folks to participate
in the process.
If you are going to write some notes down from your conversation with
someone or take a picture of them, always ask for permission ﬁrst.
Starting in 2014, canvassing will focus on letting people know about
the planned programs and activities at FF, and gathering support
for the project. That means the focus will be on providing concrete
information about the farm and gathering contact info to do additional
outreach.

We are particularly interested in reaching those residents of Frogtown
whose voices are often missed and who are often left out of developments
happening in and to their neighborhood. This includes youth, seniors,
members of ethnic groups with less ﬂuency in English, and residents of
public and subsidized housing. Oftentimes, these populations are not
communicated to by city agencies and NGOs planning local projects, and
Frogtown Farm hopes to avoid this by actively reaching out through its
Community Ambassadors. CAs will target community hubs that these
populations most commonly visit.
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AFTER THE INITIAL SCHEMATIC DESIGN IS DONE

From January/February 2014 on, the completed schematic design plan
will guide the FF organization in implementing the farm. The physical
infrastructure and program components will be deﬁned in a way that is
ﬂexible enough to change with emerging needs, but solid enough to get
programs and the farm itself started in a clear direction in 2014. Based on
the outcomes of the schematic design, more concrete information will be
outlined for the CAs to provide to the community on the plan for Frogtown
Farm’s 2014 and 2015 seasons.
FROGTOWN FARM DESIGN TEAM WILL PROVIDE COMMUNITY AMBASSADORS (CAs):

•
•
•
•
•

Meals and a stipend for a limited number of events
Support through regular meetings and phone calls
Up-to-date information about the FF design
Exposure to the design process for a world class urban farm
Opportunity to shape the Frogtown Community

The outreach mailing list format should include space for people who sign
up to indicate:
•
•

•
•
•
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How they would like to be contacted (email or phone)
What aspects of the farm they’d be interested in most (farming,
food sales, production education, arts engagement, youth programs,
research program)
How far they live from the farm
Whether they’d be interested in volunteering at/for the farm
Whether they’d consider supporting the farm with donations

FROGTOWN FARM MASTER PLAN

SOURCES, REFERENCES, AND SOCUMENTS USED TO INFORM THE PLAN
NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

LINK

Open Source Ecology

An organization developing open-source plans to build tools- could
be useful for the FF Farm Lab.

http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/Main_Page

Wikihouse

A CNC fabricated building system similar to the ‘bent’ construction
logic in the architecture of FF.

http://www.wikihouse.cc/

High Tunnels

Season extending polyethylene-clad hoop structures

https://www.farmtek.com/farm/supplies/
cat1a;ft_high_tunnels_cold_frames.html

Agriculture for Urban Children

Study of why it is important for children to learn agriculture, and
how to teach them.

http://www.cityfarmer.info/2014/01/25/1914thesis-agriculture-for-urban-children/

Urban Agriculture and
Sustainable Food Systems. A
resource guide for local leaders.

This Resource Guide complements the Sustainable Communities
Leadership Academy (SCLA) on Urban Agriculture and Sustainable
Food Systems, an intensive peer-learning workshop.

http://
sustainablecommunitiesleadershipacademy.
org/resource_ﬁles/documents/Food%20
SCLA%20RG_WEB.pdf

Creating Change in the Food
System: the role of regional food
networks in Iowa

A case study of community engagement for regional food economic
development and collective impact.

http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getﬁle?d
DocName=STELPRDC5105337

UN Report: Small-Scale Farming
the Only way to Feed the World

UN Report on the economic, health, and community viability of
smal-scale farming.

http://www.popularresistance.org/un-reportsmall-scale-organic-farming-only-way-tofeed-the-world/

CoMinnesota

Netowork of Cooperative business model experts with free
resources on different models.

http://cominnesota.coop/node/1060

Solidarity as a Business Model

A multi-stakeholder cooperative business manual.

http://www.uwcc.wisc.edu/pdf/
multistakeholder%20coop%20manual.pdf

The Asset-Based Community
Development Institute

The Asset Based Community Development Approach resources for
free download.

http://www.abcdinstitute.org/publications/
downloadable/

Channeling Change: Making
Collective Impact Work

How to create and manage a collective impact effort for an entire
system, like a food system

http://www.oregon.gov/gov/docs/OEIB/
keynoteChange.pdf

Business Model Generation Business Model Canvas

Framework for developing a new business model for any new
venture Frogtown might design and search for investments.

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
canvas

Art of Hosting

Netowork of professionals, Classes, and Stories of community
engagement.

http://www.artofhosting.org/
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NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

LINK

How Does Your Garden Grow?
Brownﬁelds Redevelopment and
Urban Agriculture

EPA guide to brownﬁeld redeveloment.

http://www.epa.gov/brownﬁelds/success/
local_ag.pdf

Building Soil Organic Matter
with Organic Amendments

Soil amending strategies for small and large scale projects. Decision
trees, and research, equations for ﬁguring totals.

http://www.cias.wisc.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2008/07/soilorgmtr.pdf

Open Source Ecology

An organization developing open-source plans to build tools- could
be useful for the FF Farm Lab.

http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/Main_Page

Wikihouse

A CNC fabricated building system similar to the ‘bent’ construction
logic in the architecture of FF.

http://www.wikihouse.cc/

High Tunnels

Season extending polyethylene-clad hoop structures

https://www.farmtek.com/farm/supplies/
cat1a;ft_high_tunnels_cold_frames.html

Agriculture for Urban Children

Study of why it is important for children to learn agriculture, and
how to teach them.

http://www.cityfarmer.info/2014/01/25/1914thesis-agriculture-for-urban-children/

Urban Agriculture and
Sustainable Food Systems. A
resource guide for local leaders.

This Resource Guide complements the Sustainable Communities
Leadership Academy (SCLA) on Urban Agriculture and Sustainable
Food Systems, an intensive peer-learning workshop.

http://
sustainablecommunitiesleadershipacademy.
org/resource_ﬁles/documents/Food%20
SCLA%20RG_WEB.pdf

Creating Change in the Food
System: the role of regional food
networks in Iowa

A case study of community engagement for regional food economic
development and collective impact.

http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getﬁle?d
DocName=STELPRDC5105337

UN Report: Small-Scale Farming
the Only way to Feed the World

UN Report on the economic, health, and community viability of
smal-scale farming.

http://www.popularresistance.org/un-reportsmall-scale-organic-farming-only-way-tofeed-the-world/

CoMinnesota

Netowork of Cooperative business model experts with free
resources on different models.

http://cominnesota.coop/node/1060

Solidarity as a Business Model

A multi-stakeholder cooperative business manual.

http://www.uwcc.wisc.edu/pdf/
multistakeholder%20coop%20manual.pdf

The Asset-Based Community
Development Institute

The Asset Based Community Development Approach resources for
free download.

http://www.abcdinstitute.org/publications/
downloadable/

Channeling Change: Making
Collective Impact Work

How to create and manage a collective impact effort for an entire
system, like a food system

http://www.oregon.gov/gov/docs/OEIB/
keynoteChange.pdf

Business Model Generation Business Model Canvas

Framework for developing a new business model for any new
venture Frogtown might design and search for investments.

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
canvas

Art of Hosting

Netowork of professionals, Classes, and Stories of community
engagement.

http://www.artofhosting.org/
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NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

LINK

How Does Your Garden Grow?
Brownﬁelds Redevelopment and
Urban Agriculture

EPA guide to brownﬁeld redeveloment.

http://www.epa.gov/brownﬁelds/success/
local_ag.pdf

Building Soil Organic Matter
with Organic Amendments

Soil amending strategies for small and large scale projects. Decision
trees, and research, equations for ﬁguring totals.

http://www.cias.wisc.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2008/07/soilorgmtr.pdf

Soil pH: Your Underappreciated
Partner in Business

Describes the importance of soil pH and how to manage it.

http://pressroom.ewing1.com/soil-ph:-yourunderappreciated-partner-in-business

Cashing In: Specialty Crops
Bolster Urban Agriculture

Things to consider in determining if and what to produce for
specialty crops.

http://modernfarmer.com/2013/08/cashingin-specialty-crops-bolster-urban-farms/

Organic Materials Management
Strategies

How to manage organic matter at different scales from the EPA
perspective.

http://www.epa.gov/compost/pubs/omms.pdf

Reusing Potentially
Contaminated Landscapes:
Growing gardens in urban soils

Outlines risks and opportunities for urban soils, and how to navigate
the situation

http://www.clu-in.org/download/misc/urban_
gardening_fact_sheet.pdf

MN Brownﬁelds Toolbox

Outlines how to regenerate a brownﬁeld, and navigate the risks, in
MN.

http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/viewdocument.html?gid=14046

The Food Project

Urban educational farm with a long history of success and particular
attention to the racial dynamics of the U.S. food system.

http://thefoodproject.org/

Just Food and East New York
Farms

Provides training, technical assistance, and services to start CSAs
and markets and urban farmers education—focused on the regional
food system.

http://www.justfood.org

Lafayette Greens

Very structured site design, more of an urban garden and
demonstration site than a farm.

http://www.asla.org/2012awards/073.html

Growing Power

Growing Power is likely the most recognized U.S. nonproﬁt
organization using urban farming to supporting equal access to
healthy, high-quality, safe and affordable food for people in all
communities.

growingpower.org

Greensgrow Farm
New Orleans Food and Farming
Network, Grow Dat

47th Ave. Farm

http://www.greensgrow.org/
A network of local and regional activists, community stakeholders
and nonproﬁts seeking to address issues of food security and
equitable access to healthy, sustainable and culturally appropriate
food.

http://www.noffn.org/

http://www.47thavefarm.com/
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